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Abstract 
This ICB Research Report constitutes the proceedings of the first workshop on Monitoring, Adapta-
tion and Beyond (MONA+ 2008), which was held on December 13, 2008 in Madrid, Spain. MONA+ 
has been collocated with the ServiceWave 2008 conference. 
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1 Preface 
The advances in modern technology and the constantly evolving requirements implied by dynamic 
business environments impose new challenges for engineering and provisioning service-based applica-
tions (SBAs). SBAs have to become drastically more flexible: They should be able to operate and 
evolve in highly dynamic environments and be able to adequately identify and react to various 
changes in these environments. In such a setting, adaptability becomes a key feature of SBAs as it 
enables these applications to continuously change themselves to satisfy new requirements and de-
mands dictated by the environment. The ability of the application to adapt strongly relies on the pres-
ence of monitoring mechanisms and facilities. By monitoring we understand the methods and mecha-
nisms that allow identifying, detecting, and even predicting critical events and situations that occur 
both in the SBA as well as in its environment and that require an SBA to change its configuration, 
behaviour, presentation, and so forth.  

A variety of approaches and techniques addressing different forms of monitoring and adaptation have 
been proposed to date, but these results are still fragmented. The definition of more comprehensive 
and holistic approaches is crucial for delivering robust, dependable, and highly adaptable SBAs. This 
requires the alignment and integration of the efforts of researchers from various disciplines and re-
search areas. It includes the “vertical” integration of disciplines such as business process management, 
service composition and service infrastructure, as well as “horizontal” integration, where different 
competencies, such as requirements engineering, design, quality assurance, and realiza-
tion/implementation, should be considered along the life-cycle of SBAs.  

The MONA+ workshop aimed at bringing together researchers and practitioners from different disci-
plines with varying research background, with the goal of trying to understand and establish the shared 
knowledge necessary for developing comprehensive approaches for SBA monitoring, adaptation and 
beyond. MONA+ has been organized as part of the ServiceWave 2008 conference, which took place 
in Madrid, Spain in December, 2008. It featured 5 paper presentations, one invited talk and the presen-
tation and discussion of the S-Cube adaptation and monitoring vision. MONA+ has attracted 20 atten-
dees. It has been sponsored by the S-Cube Network of Excellence (www.s-cube-network.eu) within 
the European Community's Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013. 

We cordially thank Sam Guinea for accepting our invitation to give an invited talk on “Monitoring and 
Adaptation in Open-world Software” and extend our gratitude to all participants who contributed to 
the success of the workshop.  

 

The VaMoS organizers 

Dimka Karastoyanova, Raman Kazhamiakin, Andreas Metzger, Marco Pistore 
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Monitoring and Adaptation in Open-world Software

Sam Guinea

Politecnico di Milano Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione, Italy

guinea@elet.polimi.it

Abstract. The functional and non-functional requirements of today’s software

have sky-rocketed, and software needs to rise to the challenge and become en-

ablers for scenarios that were previously unimaginable. Ubiquitous, context- and

situational-aware applications are common, and distributed systems are the norm.

Service technologies have appeared on the landscape, bringing distributed owner-

ship to the picture, meaning designers must now wrap their heads around new and

extremely complex landscapes. Software now lives in an open world. No longer

can good designers constrain, at design time, the complexity and the number of

problems that can arise at run time. On the contrary, the open world is made up

of dynamic systems, of components and services that constantly enter or exit the

field, or that change their functional and non-functional qualities without notice.

Our focus shifts heavily to run-time management, and in particular to monitoring

and adaptation. Continuos monitoring has been introduced since it has become

impossible to solely rely on classic static validation and verification techniques.

Monitoring means ”keeping an eye” on our system, to figure out, as soon as pos-

sible, if something is not going as expected. On the other hand, adaptation tries to

change how a system is behaving, with the goal of optimizing quality of service.

A system can be adapted as an answer to an anomalous situation, to try to ”keep

things on track”, it can be pre-emptive, if the system makes use of prediction

mechanisms, or it can simply be performed to take advantage of changes in the

context of execution.

In the talk I will pinpoint the main problems that need to be addressed in open-

world software, with a focus on monitoring and adaptation. I will briefly present

the most prominent existing aproaches, and give an update on my own research

agenda. Finally, I will attempt to highlight interesting research issues that remain

open, and take a look at what could be our next steps going forward.

MONA+ 2008
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Towards Monitoring of Key Performance Indicators
Across Partners in Service Networks

Branimir Wetzstein1, Olha Danylevych1, Frank Leymann1, Marina Bitsaki2, Christos

Nikolaou2, Willem-Jan van den Heuvel3, and Mike Papazoglou3

1 Institute of Architecture of Application Systems, University of Stuttgart, Germany

lastname@iaas.uni-stuttgart.de
2 Computer Science Department, University of Crete, Greece

lastname@tsl.gr
3 Dep. of Information Systems and Management, Tilburg University, Netherlands

W.J.A.M.vdnHeuvel, mikep@uvt.nl

Abstract. In an ever increasing dynamic environment, companies are forced to co-

operate in order to meet customer needs effectively. They set up Service Networks

(SN) trying to create a win-win situation for all participants of the network. The

calculation of value in an SN is based on key performance indicators (KPIs) which

measure the performance of underlying cross-organizational business processes.

As for the calculation of KPIs of these processes monitoring information from

several paricipants is needed, in an SN it is no more sufficient for the participants

to monitor just KPIs of their internal processes, e.g., by using Business Activity

Monitoring technology. The participants now have to provide a set of monitoring

events to the other partners in the SN. In this paper, we describe an approach to

monitoring of KPIs across partners in a service network. An SN is mapped to a

service choreography and a monitoring agreement is created which specifies how

KPIs are decomposed to events that participants in the choreography have to pro-

vide. We present our approach based on a case study from the telecommunications

domain.

1 Introduction

In today’s networked economy, companies are not independent, isolated entities, but they

must act in a concerted manner to survive in an ever increasing dynamic environment.

Thereby, interacting companies build networks to serve their joint customers in a dynamic

manner, focusing on optimizing their financial benefits at the individual and network

level. Recently, Service Networks (SNs) have been proposed to model such networks

and analyze and optimize company’s business collaborations [1]. SN is a graph-based

approach to model a business environment as a set of business partners and their relations.

SNs reside on a high abstraction business level depicting partners as nodes and their

offering and revenues as edges. Modeling a business landscape as SN, allows, on the

one hand, calculating the value gained by a single partner when joining the collaboration

network. On the other hand, an SN perspective gives the possibility to measure the value

of the whole network. The value calculation is used for measuring the profitability of the

SN, which can lead to adaptation of SNs, for example, through outsourcing.

MONA+ 2008
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Service Networks focus on cooperations between partners in terms of offerings and

revenues and don’t detail the concrete interactions between the partners. In addition,

the dependencies between the actors in an SN don’t necessarily express the temporal

dependencies between the partner interactions. Each offering - each single edge - in the

SN is realized through a set of complex interactions between the partners. The partner

interactions are not of interest on SN level but represent one of the main concerns of the

level of business processes and choreographies as part of business process management

[2]. The refinement from SNs to executable processes has been motivated in [3] and first

steps towards mapping of SNs to service choreographies are described in [4].

The value calculations in an SN are based on a set of Key Performance Indicators

(KPIs). KPIs are business metrics which are used for measuring the performance of

underlying business processes of the SN. Traditionally, companies have measured the

performance of their internal processes using established concepts such as Business

Performance Management and technologies like Business Activity Monitoring [5]. In

the setting of an SN, this is no more sufficient. Partners now have and want to share SN

relevant information of their internal processes with other partners. In order to do so the

partners have to provide monitoring events or already measured metrics to the ”outside”,

so that the overall performance of the SN can be evaluated.

In this paper, we propose a method of how to model and monitor KPIs across

partners in a service network. We assume that the SN is mapped to service choreography

descriptions, as described in [4]. Based on the choreography description, we describe

how KPIs are decomposed to events each partner has to provide for the overall KPIs to

be calculated. We introduce in this context the concept of a monitoring agreement which

specifies the monitoring events each partner has to provide. The monitoring agreement

includes partner descriptions, the events which each partner provides, and how these

events are aggregated to calculate the overall KPIs of the SN. We describe the concepts

based on a case study from the telecommunications domain.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the case study we have chosen

for evaluating the concepts of this work. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach.

The definition of monitoring agreements is described in Section 4. Section 5 sketches

aspects related to runtime monitoring. Section 6 positions our approach among existing

work and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2 Case Study

The case study discussed in the following is based on the ”Enhanced Telecom Operation

Map” (eTOM), which is a reference model for business processes of the telecommunica-

tions industry [6]. In particular, we describe a service network that is formed in order to

set up a new DSL service.

Figure 1 depicts the involved parties of the DSL installation process and the offering

flows between the parties. The main actors are the Subscriber (customer) and the Service

Provider, which offers DSL products to its customer. The functionalities of the Service

Provider relevant to this part of the model are distributed among the Call Center, Service

Agent and Field Agent. The Subscriber interacts with the Call Center to order the DSL

line and to report problems or complaints. In order to make the installation, the Call

MONA+ 2008
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Center performs some actions (like checking availability) and forwards the request to

the Service Agent. The Service Agent is responsible for the setup and configuration

of the order. He finally contacts the Field Agent to perform the service installations at

the customer site. The Billing Agent is responsible for setting up the monthly billing

procedeure for the customer. In our case study, we further assume that Call Center,

Service Agent, and Field Agent are not part of the SP company, but separate organizations

that have been outsourced.

Fig. 1. The Service Network for a new DSL Service Set-Up

The value of Service Provider (SP) in the presented service network can be calculated

as described in [3]. The calculation takes into account the following KPIs: the revenues,

the costs the SP pays for the needed resources to provide the service, and the satisfaction

of customers (subscribers). These three ”top-level” KPIs are aggregations of other finer-

grained KPIs. The revenues are calculated based on the prices of the service and the

number of customer orders in a certain period. The costs are a function over labor and

contract rates with the Call Center and Field Agents and internal process costs and the

number of employees together with some additional costs (material costs). The customer

satisfaction is a function over the order fulfillment lead time, deadline adherence, price

of service, number of customers that cancelled their order, number of customers that

complained during the time period of order processing, and perfect order fulfilment (order

processed in full and in time as requested by customer without customer complaints).

Some of the described KPIs can be calculated with information available already

on the level of service network. For example labor rates and the service price are

already fixed in service level agreements between the service provider and customer.

MONA+ 2008
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Other KPIs, the ones we focus on in this paper, are measured on BPM layer based

on underlying business processes, such as order fulfillment time, deadline adherence,

number of complaints etc. The Service Provider wants to measure these KPIs in a

timely manner in order to be able to calculate its value in this service network. For the

calculation of these KPI, he depends on information from its business partners. Assume

e.g. the KPI perfect order fulfilment. In order to calculate this KPI, we need information

from the Call Center (time of order receipt, and number of cusotmer complaints), Service

Agent (information on whether we could install and configure the requested producted

as wished by the customer), Field Agent (time of product delivery and installation at

customer site). That means for the calculation of the KPI information from more than

one business partner is needed. This information should also be provided in a timely

manner, i.e. based on events as they happen in the process.

3 Overview of the Approach

In this paper, we take a top-down approach in which service networks are mapped to

service choreographies and further refined to executable business processes [3]. We

distinguish between three layers and between a functional and non-functional view, as

shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Overview of the Approach

In the functional view, on the topmost layer, SNs are modeled. An SN specifies the

interactions between partners on a very high level in terms of offerings and revenues.

In the next step, the SN is mapped to a service choreography, which specifies the
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message exchanges between the partners in the SN. This mapping can be performed semi-

automatically [4]. The choreography can be first modeled in a technology-independent

notation such as BPMN, and then later transformed to a technology specific choreography

specification, such as BPEL4Chor [7]. On the orchestration level, each participant in the

choreography implements his part of the process and exposes it to the outside as a Web

service. This implementation of the process can be done in WS-BPEL.

In the non-functional view, on SN level, value calculations of the SN as a whole

and of the participants in the SN are performed. Value is calculated based on KPIs,

such as revenues, costs, and customer satisfaction. KPIs can again be defined based on

other KPIs. For example, customer satisfaction can be defined based on the customer

satisfaction index, the number of customer complaints, deadline adherence, and average

order fulfillment lead time. All KPIs of the SN and their calculations are part of the KPI
model.

In order to measure the KPIs of the SN in a timely manner, we have to specify how

they are to be monitored based on operational business processes. On choreography level,

the public processes involving message exchanges are modeled, serving as an agreement

between partners on how they communicate together. We argue, that on this level one

should also agree on which events each partner has to provide in order to calculate

the KPIs of the KPI model. This is because on choreography level no private process

information is modeled, and thus events based on public process models also should not

lead to privacy issues. For example, in order to calculate the KPI Order Fulfillment Lead
Time, the Call Center has to provide an OrderReceived event which contains an order
receipt date, while the Field Agent provides the ProductInstalled event with the product
installation date. The monitoring agreement specifies KPIs which are to be evaluated for

the service choreography, and how they are decomposed to events each partner has to

provide. The agreement involves also the definition of event formats, and monitoring

mechanisms which define how the events can be retrieved at process runtime.

The monitoring agreement has two purposes for each participant in the choreography:

(i) it serves as a requirements specification, on which events the participant has to provide;

(ii) the monitoring agreement also specifies how KPIs are calculated based on all events

provided by all partners. Based on this information, a participant can subscribe for the

events of other partners, in order to be able to calculate the KPIs internally, if he wants

to. Therefore, a participant creates a monitor model, which defines how the provided

events are to be created and how the needed events from other partners are requested,

and how the KPIs are calculated based on those events.

4 Definition of Monitoring Agreements

In this section, we describe how monitoring agreements between partners in an SN are

created. A monitoring agreement specifies which information partners have to provide

in order to enable monitoring of KPIs.

4.1 Sevice Choreography in the Case Study

Figure 3 shows an excerpt of a choreography description in BPMN for the case study.

It models the business process for setting up the DSL line from customer request to
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Fig. 3. BPMN Choreography Description for the Case Study SN

installing of the product at customer’s site. The choreography involves four partners. The

subsriber places an order in the call center. After checking its availability, the call center

sends the order to the service agent, which configures the package. The field agent finally

installs the product at customer site. The process is distributed between several business

units and business partners. For example, we assume that Call Center, Service Agent,

and Field Agent are all separate companies (business partners) which were outsourced

by Service Provider.

In Table 1 we have listed a set of KPIs which are interesting in this Service Network.

For each KPI, we specify its calculation, and define the events which have to be provided

by the partners in the choreography. As shown in the Table, the first KPI can be provided

by only one partner, the other two need events from more than one partner. Note that

events have to be correlated when used in the calculation functions. In the above cases

this can happen based on an Order Identifier which is set when a new order is received,

and which is then used until shipment. This Order Identifier has to be part of each event

and also of the messages which are exchanged between the partners. Correlation of events

is an important concept when specifying the calculation of KPIs, and is well-known

from Complex Event Processing (CEP) [8] which is mostly used for implementation of

BAM solutions.

4.2 Specification of Monitoring Agreements

As shown in the last section, for the calculation of KPIs events from different partners

are needed. In intra-organizational BAM, one also needs to model events and instrument

different information systems which emit these events at runtime. Typically, these events

are published to a publish/subscribe eventing infrastructure (a topic) which the BAM

tool subscribes to. The difference in the SN setting is that monitoring is performed based

on cross-organizational processes.

In the case of cross-partner monitoring, where different organizations are involved,

one has to agree on events (and their content) which are provided by different partners.
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KPI Metric Calculation Partner.
Provided Event

# of count(OrderReceived) Call Center.OrderReceived

Received

Orders

Order t(ProductInstalled) - Call Center.OrderReceived

Fulfillment t(OrderReceived) Field Agent.ProductInstalled

Lead Time

Perfect Order Order Fulfilment Time < 14 days & Call Center.OrderReceived

Fulfillment ServiceConfigured.status = ”in full” & Field Agent.ProductInstalled

not(ReceivedCustomerComplaint) ServiceAgent.ServiceConfigured

Call Center.ReceivedComplaint

Table 1. KPIs and their Calculation

Note that in this case there are also several non-technical aspects involved, such as

privacy issues. Companies want to restrict insight into their internal processes as much as

possible. On the other hand, a certain degree of openess and monitoring support, might

be part of a service offering. Discussion of these non-technical issues is out of scope

of this paper. As we base our monitoring agreement, and therein specified events, on

service choreographies which consist of public process descriptions, privacy issues are

minimized. However, we do not restrict ourselves to choreographies; if participants want

(or need) to provide events which go beyond information contained in the choreography,

they are free to do so.

Figure 4 shows the main concepts needed for the specification of a monitoring

agreement. A monitoring agreement is specified for a service choreography description

which contains a set of participants, and for each participant a public process model
which defines its behavior as part of the choreography. If BPEL4Chor is used as a

service choregraphy language, the process model is specified in (an abstract profile

of) WS-BPEL. The monitoring agreement defines a set of indicators. An indicator is

defined based on a function which calculates an indicator value based on already defined

indicators or based on events which are provided by participants. Note that we support

the special case that no indicators but only events are specified in an agreement. That

case is needed if one only wants to track the progress of a process instance (which is

signaled by events). Functions can contain boolean, arithmetic and aggregate operators,

among others. An event contains a set of properties which can be arbitrary data items,

consisting of a name and a type. An event definition can contain a reference (not shown

in the Figure) to a process element (process, activity, variable) thus specifying where

in the process the event is emitted. In addition to the specified concepts, one needs

to specify how the events can be obtained at process runtime, e.g. by publishing and

subscribing to a topic (see Section 5).

Listing 5 shows an excerpt of the monitoring agreement for the KPI Order Fullfilment

Lead Time as defined in Table 1. It is calculated based on two events provided by

the Call Center and Field Agent. The monitoring agreement document references the
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Fig. 4. Overview of the Main Monitoring Agreement Concepts

choreography description and the participants defined in the choreography description.

The calculation specification uses a predefined function duration and correlates on the

orderId which is a property of both events.

5 Monitoring Architecture

After creation of the choreography description and the monitoring agreement, each

partner implements its internal process according to the choreography, and implements

his part of the monitoring agreement. Figure 6 shows a high-level view of the monitoring

architecture.

Each partner implements its role in the choreography description, e.g., by refining

the abstract BPEL description from the BPEL4Chor descirption to an executable BPEL

service orchestration. This service orchestration implements its role in the choreography.

In the same manner, each partner has to implement its part of the monitoring agreement,

thus providing events to the other partners and receiving events from the other partners.

As we focus on BAM as performance measurement technology, we assume that

each partner has an internal BAM implementation. Based on the monitoring agreement,

partners have to make sure that they provide events to the outside. As shown in Figure

6, a possible solution is to establish a publish/subscribe topic (a.k.a. publish/subscribe

channel), e.g. based on WS-Notification, which is used by all partners in the choreogra-

phy. The partner thus has to generate events, which might involve prior instrumentation

of services and systems, and publishes it to the topic. All partners which are interested

in this event and have accordingly subscribed to it, receive this event.

Note that the implementation of the publish/subscribe channel can be hosted by one

of the partners or also by a third party. The channel is also only responsible for routing
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1 <m o n i t o r i n g A g r e e m e n t>
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20 <e v e n t name=” Orde rRece ived ” p r o p e r t y =” o r d e r I d ” />
21 </ e q u a l>
22 </ c o r r e l a t i o n></ d u r a t i o n></ i n d i c a t o r>
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24 <e v e n t s>
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26 <p r o p e r t y name=” o r d e r I d ” t y p e =” x s d : s t r i n g ” />
27 <p r o p e r t y name=” r e c e i p t D a t e ” t y p e =” x s d : d a t e ” />
28 </ e v e n t>
29 <e v e n t name=” P r o d u c t I n s t a l l e d ”> . . .</ e v e n t>
30 </ e v e n t s>
31 </ mo n i t o r i n g A g r e e m e n t>
� �

Fig. 5. Monitoring Agreement for Order Fullfilment Lead Time (simplified)

of events, but not for correlation and aggregation of events for the calculation of KPIs.

In this architecture, this is performed by each partner on its own.

6 Related Work

Business activity monitoring approaches in the context of monitoring of KPIs of busi-

ness processes focus on intra-organizational processes. There exist several research

approaches [5, 9] and products [10] which deal with evaluation of process metrics in near

real time and their presentation in dashboards. They all have in common that events are

emitted as the process is executed, collected by a process monitor and evaluated in near

real time. Some solutions focus on monitoring of BPEL processes [9], while others are

more general and support an extensible architecture via event adapters [10]. To the best

of our knowledge there is no work yet which considers monitoring of KPIs of service

networks or service choreographies in a cross-organizational scenario.

Service Level Agreements (SLA) are similar to our problem in that they involve

monitoring in a cross-organizational setting. Thereby mostly two partners, the service

consumer and the service provider, agree on certain service QoS, typically technical

characteristics such as availability and response time. The SLA specifies also how the

agreed QoS levels are to be monitored and what happens in case of violations. Web

Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [11] is an approach to modeling and monitoring
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Fig. 6. Monitoring Architecture

of SLAs in the context of Web services. A WSLA-based agreement specifies involved

parties, SLA parameters and objectives they agree on, the underlying metrics including

measurement directives, and penalties in case of violations. The commonalities with

monitoring in our context are that in an SLA partners also agree on metrics and how

they are to be monitored. In our case, we also need an agreement on metrics and

measurements between partners. However, in our case the focus is on monitoring (of

potentially more than two partners) and not on guaranteeing certain KPI values. We are

also mostly interested in monitoring of process metrics, not in low level QoS metrics,

and in particular deal also with cross-partner metrics, which require event correlation,

and which are not being dealt with in frameworks such as WSLA.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an approach to monitoring of KPIs in service networks.

We have motivated the approach based on a case study, showing that partners have to

provide monitoring events to the outside for calculation of KPIs when participating in

service networks. Thereby, KPIs are decomposed to events each partner has to provide.

We have introduced the concept of a monitoring agreement which is specified on the

level of service choreographies. The monitoring agreement describes the calculation of

the KPIs based on monitoring events and the obligations of each partner concerning the
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provision of those events. Finally, we have sketched a possible monitoring architecture,

which is based on a publish-subscribe infrastructure used by all partners.

Our future work includes refining and implementing the framework presented in

this paper. We want to base the implementation of the framework on BPEL4Chor

for the specification of choreography descriptions and WS-BPEL for implementing

orchestrations. The realization includes specifying the monitoring agreement metamodel

in detail, including its linkage to BPEL4Chor choreography descriptions, and the semi-

automatic generation of a WS-BPEL based monitoring implementation. The monitoring

solution should provide both near real time monitoring in BAM fashion and retrieval of

monitoring information on demand.
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Abstract. Adaptive Service Based Applications (SBAs) can become a reality

with the advent of sophisticated monitoring and adaptation mechanisms. In this

paper, the main focus is on defining quality and how it can be exploited by these

monitoring and adaptation mechanisms. To this end, we propose a quality model

for SBAs and their infrastructure, new techniques for predicting quality and dif-

ferent types of quality-based adaptation actions for SBAs.

1 Introduction

Based on the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service Based Applications (SBAs)

can be built from simple or complex services based on functional and non-functional re-

quirements usually provided by a user. This construction of SBAs is usually performed

either at design-time or run-time with the help of a service composition engine. As it

is already known, the design-time construction of SBAs has the limitation that the con-

structed complex service can fail in many ways: one of its main component services

may not be available as it has reached its capacity limit or it has produced erroneous

output or it has failed or the network connecting this service with the outer world is not

available. For the above reasons, the run-time construction of SBAs is preferred as it can

solve the above problems, for instance, by substituting the faulty service with another

one offering the same functional and similar quality capabilities of the faulty one. How-

ever, substituting a faulty service with a new one does not always solve the problem.

Sometimes it is preferable to re-execute the faulty service with the same or new input

parameters or to compensate this service with a compensation action defined within

the service management interface in case we are talking about transactional services.

Moreover, in case the faulty service is substituted with a new one, maybe the remaining

execution plan has to be changed in order to still satisfy the user functional and quality

requirements or violate the quality requirements in the smallest possible way.

∗The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s

Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 under grant agreement 215483 (S-Cube) and the

Italian FIRB Project TEKNE
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1.1 Quality

QoS research gained a lot of attention during the last years in the field of Service Ori-

ented Computing (SOC). This is due to the role that QoS can play in the life-cycle of

services [1]. In particular, QoS can be used for filtering and selecting between func-

tionally equivalent services [1], for the design time and runtime selection of compo-

nent services of a composite service and for adapting services when their promised

service level is violated [2]. As QoS is actually a set of non-functional properties, sev-

eral QoS taxonomies along with their QoS attributes have been proposed. Sabata et.

al. [3] present a taxonomy for the specification of QoS in distributed systems. In their

approach, the taxonomy is a hierarchical structure that is divided into two major clas-

sifications: metrics and policies. Metrics such as performance (divided into timeliness,

precision, and accuracy) measure quantifiable QoS attributes. Policies provide strate-

gies to cope with changing situations and define renegotiation strategies. The work pre-

sented in [4] proposes a quality extension to UDDI that encapsulates QoS information

which distinguishes four basic classes of QoS attributes, namely runtime related QoS,

transaction support related QoS, configuration management and cost related QoS and

security related QoS. Truong et. al. [5] introduce a framework for monitoring Grid ser-

vices with respect to QoS attributes. The authors define an extensive, hierarchical QoS

classification schema that consists of four main categories, namely cost, dependability,

configuration and performance.

Basic sets of QoS attributes are discussed in several papers. In [6] a basic set of QoS

attributes include availability, accessibility, integrity, performance, reliability, regula-
tory, and security. Zeng. et. al. [7] introduce five major quality criteria for atomic ser-

vices: execution price, execution duration, reputation, reliability, and availability. The

authors use these criteria in a linear programming approach to select optimal execu-

tion plans for composite services. In PAWS [2], the needed functionalities for selecting

services, negotiating and maintaining quality through adaptation are discussed.

As it can be seen from the above analysis, there are many service quality models that

focus on SOC or Grid Computing but there is no standard and rich service quality model

that can be used across multiple scientific disciplines. Moreover, all quality-based ser-

vice composition and adaptation approaches, that take advantage of these quality mod-

els, stay only at the service level and neglect the infrastructural one, while they also

perform re-active adaptation trying to repair the problem after it is created and sensed.

1.2 Self-Adaptation

In addition to run-time responses to failures of the service-based application (see above),

the highly dynamic environment under which services operate imposes new challenges

for engineering and provisioning SBAs. SBAs have to be flexible and adaptable. By flex-
ible we mean that the SBA should be able to change its behavior according to variable

execution contexts, while by adaptable we mean that the SBA should be able to exe-

cute even if the conditions at runtime differ from those assumed during the SBA’s initial

design. Flexibility can be achieved if SBAs are designed in such a way that are able to

self-adapt to timely-respond to changes in their context or their constituent services or

the user preferences and context. A necessary condition for achieving this property is
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that the SBA itself or another application can detect these changes and deliver them (in

the second case) to the SBA. Adaptability can be achieved by equipping the SBA with

self-healing mechanisms that enable it to detect or even predict system failures and to

react on them with adaptation actions that compensate for deviations in functionality or

quality.

1.3 Contribution of paper

This paper focuses on the quality aspect of SBA monitoring and adaptation. To this

end, Section 2 deals with defining a quality model for SBAs. This quality model actu-

ally defines a rich set of quality attributes that can be quantified with specific metrics

used to measure the quality capabilities of the SBA and consequently to detect if these

capabilities deviate from the user specified quality requirements.

Quality violations are usually detected by monitoring the SBA, which offers a reac-

tive way of adapting to these violations. In Section 3, after explaining the main draw-

backs of reactive adaptation, it is proposed that a proactive approach should be followed

by predicting the future quality of the SBA and thus adapting the SBA before the actual

deviation takes place.

In Section 4, adaptation is envisioned as a self-healing behavior of a SBA. So adap-

tation is defined as a general mechanism for allowing a SBA to react proactively or

reactively through one or more adaptation actions. Moreover, two types of adaptation

actions for quality are defined and analyzed.

2 Quality Modeling

Initially, our reference model consisted of three functional layers: application/SBA, ser-
vice, and infrastructure layer. However, as an SBA is a complex service, we believe

that the set of quality attributes for the SBA and service layer is the same with the only

difference that the quality attributes of the SBA level are derived from the quality at-

tributes of the service level. For this reason, we have defined only two quality models:

a Service Quality and a Quality of Infrastructure (QoI) model. It must be noted that a

taxonomy of quality attributes is meant by a quality model.

2.1 Service Quality Model

Previous service quality models and taxonomies (see Section 1) considered a small

number of quality categories and in each category only some of the representative

quality attributes were contained. In our approach, we do not consider only domain-
independent quality categories and attributes, but also some of the most frequent and

general domain-dependent ones, where the word domain means the application domain

of the service. For example, the quality categories of Data-related, used for services

operating on and/or producing data, and Quality of Use Context, used for context-aware

adaptive services, contain domain-dependent quality attributes. Moreover, we consider

quality categories and attributes that are relevant not only for the service and its service
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provider but also for the service requestor. For example, the dependability quality cat-

egory is more important for the service provider than the requestor while the usability
quality category is more important for the service requestor than the provider. Thus, we

take into account both the service provider and service requestor views. In addition, we

distinguish between quality attributes that can be measured objectively and subjectively

[8]. The former are called QoS attributes and are the typical constituents of Service

Level Agreements (SLAs) [9] (e.g response time and availability), while the latter are

called Quality of Experience (QoE) attributes and reflect the perception of individu-

als or groups of service users (e.g reputation and usability). Finally, in each category

there is an extensive list of the most representative quality attributes including not only

atomic but also composite quality attributes aggregated from atomic ones like response
time, failure semantics and robustness.

In the remainder of this section, we are going to shortly analyze our service quality

model by focusing on each quality category in order to justify why we have included

it, explain its purpose and describe some of its representative quality attributes. The

graphical representation of the quality model can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Service Quality Model (first part)

Performance The Performance quality category contains quality attributes that

characterize how well a service performs. Two quality attributes with a very well de-

fined meaning are common among all research approaches: response time and through-
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put. In our quality model, response time is regarded as a composite quality attribute

computed from latency and network delay. Similarly, latency is composite and is com-

puted from execution time and queue delay time. Finally, a quality attribute that has

similar meaning with execution time is transaction time but is used in a different con-

text (transactional services).

Dependability Dependability of a computing system is the ability to deliver ser-

vices that can justifiably be trusted [10]. In the work of Avizienis et. al. [10], the phrase

“justifiably trusted” is translated into three different quality attributes and views: avail-
ability, reliability, and security. In our opinion, security is orthogonal to dependability
and it must be put in a separate category because it provides the mechanisms that can

possibly avoid specific types of failures from happening, but it has nothing to do with

the way the service has been designed and built (with respect to its proper function-

ing). Moreover, security mechanisms can be bypassed so even these faults cannot be

prevented. Thus, we believe that dependability contains availability, reliability, failure
semantics [11] and robustness [4, 12, 1] with the latter two attributes describing respec-

tively: a) the type of faults that can be exposed and how the service reacts to them

and b) the capability of the service to behave in an acceptable way when these faults

happen. Another important remark is that besides availability, another quality attribute

with similar meaning that should be added in this quality group is accessibility [5] as it

can characterize the case where a service is available, but not accessible to some users,

e.g. due to network connection problems.

Security Services should be provided with the required security. With the increase

in the use of services which are delivered over the public Internet, there is a grow-

ing concern about security. The service provider may apply different approaches and

levels of providing security policy depending on the service requestor. Security for ser-

vices [13, 4, 1] means providing authentication, authorization, confidentiality, trace-
ability/auditability, accountability, data encryption, privacy and non-repudiation. Be-

sides these classical quality attributes, we have added two more, namely safety and

integrity [10].

Data-related In specific application domains, services do not only accept input pa-

rameters, but also input data (i.e. files) and they may also produce output data. For

example, a credit card service can accept as input a data file describing the user’s credit

card information and can produce as output a data file describing details of the trans-

action executed based on the functionality of the service. These input/output data are

characterized by quality attributes that have been traditionally used in the information

and data quality domains like accuracy and timeliness [12]. The set of these quality at-

tributes is usually called Information Quality (IQ). Except from IQ attributes, we have

added two more attributes that characterize the way the service behaves with respect to

the data it operates on or produces when it fails (data policy) and the degree of validity

of the data (data integrity [12]).

Configuration Management This quality group/category contains quality attributes

that influence the way a service is configured to function (service level [3]) or charac-

terize if the promised functional and quality level has been actually delivered during the

service’s lifetime period (completeness, stability, reputation).
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Usability Usability collects all those quality attributes that can be measured sub-

jectively according to user feedback. It refers to the ease with which a user can learn

to operate, prepare input for, and interpret the output of the service. This quality group

contains three composite (that can be further decomposed) and two atomic quality at-

tributes. Quality of Use Context Services can become adaptive if they can change their

Fig. 2. Service Quality Model (second part)

configuration, behavior and appearance based on the context, where “context is any in-

formation than can characterize the situation of the entity. An entity is a person, place or

object that is considered relevant to the interaction of a user and an application includ-

ing the user and the application themselves” [14]. So based on this definition, which is

quite general, context is any information that characterizes the service and its user, their
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physical and execution environments (including the devices used) and the network that

connects them. Context information has also quality [15–17] as it depends on the way

it is sensed or derived, the time that it is produced and delivered, the level of detail and

other factors. Thus, adaptive services should be designed and executed taking also into

account the quality of the context that is delivered to them so as to be able to make ratio-

nal and realistic decisions when to adapt and how. After reviewing the related literature

in quality of context [15–17], we have identified seven quality attributes from which

the most important ones are: precision (how precise is the information), resolution (the

level of detail), probability of correctness and freshness (age of the information).

Cost Some research approaches consider cost as a service attribute that is orthog-

onal to the service quality because it is related to both functional and non-functional

service attributes. However, the majority of research approaches [4, 18, 5, 12, 1] con-

sider cost as a service quality attribute. In addition, all research approaches use cost at

the service selection phase in order to select the best service according to its QoS and

cost and user’s preferences and budget. Based on the above reasons, we regard cost as a

(composite) quality attribute (and group) consisting of three (atomic) service attributes:

cost model, fixed costs, and variable costs. Actually, cost can be computed either from

all atomic cost attributes or only from the fixed costs attribute.

Other This quality category has been created to contain various quality attributes

of services that do not belong to any of the above categories. So the contained quality

attributes may not be related to each other. For the time being, only one quality attribute

has been considered called, supported standards [6, 13, 4, 5, 12, 1], used to indicate if

the service complies with standards or not. This attribute can affect the portability of

the service and its inter-operability with other services or applications.

2.2 Quality of Infrastructure Model

The quality of the infrastructure underpinning the service layer has a direct effect on the

qualities that can be offered through the service layer. This section defines the qualities

of the infrastructure layer that are and can be offered by an infrastructure provider,

grouped in eight categories.

Performance The performance of an infrastructure is the rate it can complete units

of work (or tasks). Best efforts performance is when no guarantees are placed on when

a task can be completed for. Usually this is due to the following reasons: first, in-

frastructure often operates under a high utilisation policy rather than minimising task

turnaround time. Secondly, the task may be code that has not been benchmarked on

the infrastructure, therefore the execution time of the application cannot be guaranteed.

Fourth, even with ‘standard’ applications the execution time can vary depending on the

input parameters given to the application. Finally, it is common for infrastructure not

to commit a queueing time for a task. Also, throughput is another measure of perfor-

mance. But, because of the often heterogeneous nature of tasks executed on a particular

infrastructure it is difficult to provide a meaningful figure for the amount of completed

jobs per unit time as this will vary depending according to the types of jobs completed.

Newer middleware, such as that provided by the EC FP6 projects Akogrimo, As-

sessGrid, BREIN, BEinGRID, NextGrid and TrustCOM, can offer guaranteed perfor-
mance through two techniques. The first allows the advance reservation of a period of
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time on a resource and the user to submit the job a before the period starts. The second

technique is to vary the amount of resources allocated to a computational task. For ex-

ample, a task can be launched in a virtual machine (VM) which is monitored and, if the

job is not meeting the agreed level of performance, more system resources are allocated

to the VM so the job completes in a shorter time.

Dependability Infrastructure monitoring observes the status and availability of the

infrastructure. The results of monitoring, such as capacity, the uptime, downtime and

reliability show how dependable the infrastructure is. The monitoring system can also

have its own QoS, such as the frequency of monitoring and the freshness of data. Mid-

dleware can build on top of this information to mine historical information and give the

infrastructure a ‘confidence’ rating. Thus, when a user is looking to submit a job she

can collate confidence ratings and use this information when deciding where to submit

her job.

Security & Auditing Most (if not all) infrastructures have some form of access

control, the first step of which is authenticating users to establish their identity. This is

often carried out using public key cryptography offered through a Public Key Infras-

tructure (PKI) using keys issued by Certificate Authorities (CAs). A CA has a policy

about the level of proof a person has to give in order to prove their identity and be is-

sued a certificate containing a key. Certificates issued by different CAs using different

policies will therefore have differing levels of assurance as to the entity using it.

Infrastructures can also offer levels of security quality depending on the length of

the keys used (as information encrypted with a longer key length is more difficult to

decrypt). In addition, another quality of PKI-issued keys is the lifetime of a key, after

which it will not be accepted: the shorter the lifetime the more secure is a key as there

is less time for it to be compromised before it expires.

After authentication users must be authorised. It is general policy that PKI keys are

not shared between users, therefore they provide a strong assertion that the entity using

the key is the entity the key was issued to. Thus, non-repudiation is a built-in function

of PKIs and is a method of accounting for who did what. A common method of auditing

is to analyse the log files produced the infrastructure that record the start and stop times

of tasks and which user’s identity they were run under.

Logging of tasks submitted to an infrastructure may not be the only data collected by

a PKI-enabled infrastructure. For instance, a CA will also log events such as certificate

requests from users, acceptances of requests, certificates issued and revocation requests

from users. This is to detect any strange behaviour from anyone attempting to breech

the infrastructure’s security by obtaining multiple or counterfeit certificates.

Data-related Infrastructure can provide facilities to store data. Local data written to

disk may have a QoS describing the performance of the storage subsystem (i.e., speed

of data read or written). In addition local or remote data can be guaranteed a level of

redundancy or robustness through the capabilities of the storage subsystem, such as

mirroring or RAID5. On-line data will often be subject to a backup and retention plan.

Data stored on scratch disks may not have any retention policy at all, however. Backed-

up data may copied to more than one replica and stored off-site for greater protection

against a data-centre failure.
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Configuration management Infrastructure providers attempt to maintain a stable

environment and many have a minimum specification and configuration for each com-

ponent. Users are informed of changes through mailing lists and on central websites

in advance of work being carried out. When changes are performed the upgrades and

modifications are documented in change control logs. The presence of clear change

management procedures can indicate how stable the infrastructure is. However, given

the number of nodes an infrastructure can contain it is often the case that some nodes are

out-of-step with the current configuration. Thus, infrastructures can have a set of con-

formation scripts and tests that are run against each node to determine its configuration

and send an alert if a node doesn’t meet the current specification or configuration.

Cost With the advent of business-oriented infrastructures such as those provided by

Akogrimo, BREIN and NextGRID the real cost of providing a service has moved to the

forefront of infrastructure quality characteristics as a means of differentiating between

services. Many different economic models have been proposed and/or implemented to

determine the price of using an infrastructure.

Network and Infrastructure-Related Infrastructure nodes and sites are connected

through a network infrastructure. Network paths may also have QoS guarantees associ-

ated with them. Circuit-switched networks, like ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)

technology, can provide guaranteed and predictable data transfer rates because each cir-

cuit is dedicated. However, in packet-switched networks it is typical not to guarantee

the amount of bandwidth or the latency of a link as these may vary during the period it

is being used because of other traffic using the same infrastructure. Therefore, QoS are

usually are given as a guideline from aggregated historical information. For example,

providers will usually state a network link can provide a bandwidth of ‘up to 2Mb/s’,

with no guarantee this will be met.

Usability Usability is a quality not often stated as a requirement within infrastruc-

ture. For example, when interacting with a Grid, users are expected to have some knowl-

edge of the UNIX operating system, the middleware the Grid is using and how a PKI

infrastructure operate. Some relief for non-technical users has come through infrastruc-

ture portals. These portals increase the usability of infrastructure for users as they give

a web-style working environment and insulate them from the workings of the middle-

ware. Because of their ease-of-use, portals play an important role in interoperation as

well as usability as different infrastructure may be available from a portal with a con-

sistent user interface.

3 Quality prediction

Service-based applications (SBAs) operate in highly dynamic and flexible contexts.

Those applications should therefore be able to self-adapt to timely respond to changes

in their context or their constituent services, as well as to compensate for deviations in

functionality or quality. Currently, such a self-adaptation often happens after a change

or a deviation has occurred. Yet, such reactive adaptations have the following drawbacks

(cf. [19]):
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– Executing faulty services can lead to unsatisfied users, can result in loss of money

(e.g., wrong bank transactions) and typically requires the execution of additional

activities (for instance, compensation actions must be planned / designed).

– Execution of adaptation activities takes time and thereby can reduce the system

performance (e.g., response to user input).

– It can take time before problems in the system lead to monitoring events (e.g.,

time needed for the propagation of events from the infrastructure to the business

process level), thus events might arrive so late that an adaptation of the system is

not possible anymore (e.g, because the system has entered into an inconsistent or

deadlock situation).

As a consequence, SBAs should be able to proactively adapt to prevent the above

drawbacks. Key to proactive adaptation is to predict the future quality (and function-

ality) of a SBA and to proactively respond if the prediction uncovers deviations from

expected quality (or functionality).

In this section, we propose different kinds of approaches in order to predict different

kinds of quality attributes, specifically QoS and QoE. For what concerns QoS attributes,

more traditional approaches can be employed in order to predict the future quality of

a service-based application. Section 3.1 sketches two ideas on how existing quality

assurance techniques can be exploited. Moreover, this section also analyzes another

idea of using benchmarks to predict the QoS of a service.

For what concerns QoE attributes, the advent of the Web 2.0 [20] provides novel

tools and platforms which can be exploited. Examples include reputation systems (used

in platforms like YouTube, Flickr, or eBay), as well as social bookmarking tools (like

Delicious, Digg and StumbleUpon). Those tools and platforms open the door for novel

ways of determining and predicting QoE attributes. This is sketched in Section 3.2.

3.1 Predicting Quality of Service Attributes

Quality prediction based on testing: Testing can be considered as a means to measure /

assess the quality of a system. As an example, through performance tests, the systems

response time under different loads can be measured. In order to extend the traditional

testing techniques towards quality prediction, one idea is to use online testing tech-

niques, i.e. to perform testing activities in parallel to the operation of service-based

applications (in contrast to offline testing which is done during the design phase). Ob-

viously, an online test can fail; e.g., because a faulty service instance has been invoked

during the test. This reveals a potential problem that the service-based application can

face in the future of its operation; e.g., when the application invokes the faulty service

instance. In [Hielscher et al. 2008] an initial framework for such a use of online testing

has been presented.

Quality prediction based on model analysis: Another approach which allows pre-

dicting the future quality of a system is to exploit models to reason on QoS attributes

during the run-time of an SBA. As an example, the approach presented in [21] uses

models, which are continuously updated during the operation of the SBA, in order to

predict violations in the future execution (states) of the system.
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Quality prediction based on benchmarks Another possible strategy is to use bench-

marks as means to calculate expected performance of services in new environments. As

prerequisite server side benchmarks can serve as baseline to establish a metric for the

performance of the service environment. Note that these numbers only provide a rule of
thumb and provide an rough estimation for the expected performance. In this context,

one must distinguish between (i) data-centric services that depend on databases (e.g.,

the provision of business reports) and (ii) services that perform data transformations

(e.g., transformation of ASCII text to PDF, etc.) or calculations (e.g., scoring values

of companies based on balance sheet data). In the case of data centric services, the

major part of the performance depends on the performance of the database. Database

benchmarks 5 can be used to establish a performance index for these type of services.

Services that do not use databases but do data transformation depend on criteria that

can be measured by benchmarks that focus on CPU, memory and I/O performance 6.

3.2 Predicting Quality of Experience Attributes

The Internet is currently evolving towards the ”Web 2.0”, in which social networks,

folksonomies, reputation and rating systems play an ever more dominant role [20].

Reputation systems attempt to rate entities (e.g., book, images, videos, etc.) based on a

collection of opinions (subjective perception). As examples, Flickr provides individual

(subjective) opinions of people about certain photos, the videos provided by YouTube

are rated by the viewers of these videos, the participants in eBay are rated based on the

experience of previous sales.

Considering the fact that in the future Internet of Services, an abundance of services

will be available and accessible over the Web, it is only natural to assume that a rating

system for these services will be put in place (cf. [22]). We believe that this fact can be

exploited to measure and predict QoE attributes, i.e. to determine quality attributes that

are strongly influenced by how the quality of a service has been perceived by the users

of that service.

In this respect, we envision exploiting techniques for aggregating individual views

into a public opinion (as has been done for the quality attributes trust and reputation;

e.g., see [23, 24]). As an example, this approach could be extended and adapted to

aggregate the experience of individual users about the usability of a service into a public

opinion about the service’s usability. Analyzing the change of this public opinion over

time, as an example, could then support pro-active adaptation (see below).

4 Adaptation

The quality model together with the quality prediction techniques from above allow

assessing services and thus provide a basis for enforcing actions on the system to guar-

antee that the users’ requirements are satisfied.

5http://www.tpc.org/
6http://www.specbench.org/
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In general such actions have the goal of guaranteeing the functionalities and quality

of the system even when perturbed situations arise. In general, a self-healing behav-

ior is envisioned. Prediction allows acting before actual failures occur in the system

(proactive approach), while a reactive approach based on occurred failures is adopted

after failures. In the following, we define adaptation as the general mechanism which

allows reacting either in a proactive or a reactive way, as a combination of one or more

adaptation actions.

Several aspects have to be considered for adaptation, which are based on implicit

or explicit classification of error states in the system. We illustrate in the following the

principal aspects that influence decisions:

– persistence of faults: faults originating error states may be persistent, temporary, or

intermittent;
– context variability: systems with a variable context require an adaptive behavior

more than in the case of stable context situations;
– origin of faults: faults may occur at the application or at the infrastructure level;
– service evolution: services may present more or less well defined and stable inter-

faces to interacting partners;
– service compositions: service can be used in isolation, or in a service composition,

which can be more or less dynamic.

Concerning quality, adaptation actions can be of two main types: negotiation and

repair. Negotiation actions allow defining or redefining the quality characteristics of

interacting services and infrastructure components with a single step or iterative pro-

cess which allows the definition of new quality thresholds which are acceptable for all

participating components in a service composition. Negotiation can be performed at

design time, in particular when a set of predefined components participate in a compo-

sition, thus preparing the potential components in a composition, as proposed in [2]. In

variable context and evolving services a more dynamic approach to negotiation can be

envisioned, for instance based on on-line auctions [25].

Repair actions are proposed to repair system errors. At the service level, the main

repair actions are substitution and retry, which may need to be executed in a repair

plan to maintain a consistent system state, involving for instance also compensation ac-

tions [26]. Other actions have been proposed for the infrastructural level, mainly based

on reconfiguration of services or infrastructural components. The reasons for faults at

the infrastructure (e.g., Grid) level can be manifold; the geographically widespread na-

ture of infrastructures lead them vulnerable to connectivity problems and the variations

in the configuration of different systems, resources that have unpredictable behaviour,

problems with the connecting infrastructure or systems just running out of consumable

resources (i.e., memory or disk space) are some other possible sources of failure. When

discussing the repair actions of an infrastructure, how it recovers from one of these

faults is an important factor. Thus, automated procedures may be in place to recover

from faults. For example, a task may be retried (possibly on an alternate resource) or

the task can be restarted from a checkpoint taken before the task failed.

Decision mechanisms for applying repairs on the basis of the aspects listed above

have been proposed, including rule based approaches [27] or automatic plan generation

[26].
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5 Concluding remarks

A quality model of a service/SBA (and its infrastructure) is the first step for defining

service quality. The second and more difficult step is to associate the quality categories

and attributes with each other modeling in this way their quantitative and qualitative

dependencies. This step is essential if we want to be able to derive more information

from measurements or to evaluate the correctness of these measurements or of quality

predictions. A further step will be a definition of a semantic, rich and extensible quality

meta-model that will include all possible concepts and their relationships and inter-

dependencies required for defining and monitoring end-to-end quality characteristics

and negotiating SLAs.

In adaptive services, the decision for repair is examined only at the service level

while decisions at the infrastructural level are taken independently to manage the net-

worked system resources. An interaction to manage quality across levels is being pro-

posed in [28] for energy management. However, the complexity of such decisions might

require completely new approaches in future research, since a complete description and

control on all system’s variables might result impractical. Proposed approaches include

automatic classification and learning [29] and the application of systems theory to con-

trol the stability of the system.
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Abstract. Adaptability is a key feature of service-based applications (SBAs). 
Multiple approaches for adaptability, including those borrowed from the tradi-
tional workflow technology, can be used to react to various types of changes in 
the SBA’s environment. Unlike previous fragmented research, we aim at pre-
senting a unified view reflecting the convergence of approaches from require-
ments engineering, online testing and adaptation mechanisms for service com-
positions. The main result of our approach is that a dynamic binding strategy 
known from service composition research leads to an interaction of the re-
quirements engineering and online testing activities with an enterprise service 
registry only and, therefore, to a loose coupling between the three activities. 

Keywords: Service Composition, Adaptability, Requirements Engineering, 
Online Testing, Self-optimization, Web Services 

1 Introduction 

The software development life-cycle for service-based applications (SBAs) usually 
has a very short design and testing phase [1, p. 46]. This modification of traditional 
software life cycles is due to two facts: First, the increased importance of software 
systems for the success of a company implies that software systems are developed 
more rapidly to shorten the time to market and, second, companies rely on the inher-
ent flexibility of SBAs that facilitates their runtime adaptation according to the cur-
rent service provision, changes in (legal) regulations, systems support, and according 
to existing and/or new requirements. This flexibility allows reducing the time needed 
for analysing, designing, deploying and testing SBAs since testing as well as eliciting 
new requirements can be postponed to the runtime phase of the SBA.  

In this paper we show how the adaptability feature of SBAs changes the way in 
which SBAs are developed and tested. Unlike previous approaches, which focus on 
technical mechanisms needed to enable adaptation, we focus on the integration of 
three different research streams, namely the adaptability of service compositions, 
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online testing and requirements engineering. We aim at showing how techniques from 
these three areas may be intertwined. 

Service-based applications are typically implementing a business process. The ac-
cepted approach for implementing business processes in a service-based environment 
is the workflow-based approach. Workflows using services are also called service 
compositions and are described in terms of control flow (tasks and their ordering), 
data flow (data exchanges between tasks and with services), exception handling and 
the service implementations that realise the individual tasks. Therefore, service com-
position descriptions are organized in two dimensions – control logic and functional-
ity. For simplicity we assume that an SBA is a service composition and, hence, use 
both terms synonymously in this paper. 

The mechanisms enabling adaptability of service compositions with respect to their 
functions dimension are currently restricted to anticipating service failures. Conse-
quently, these mechanisms are not designed to react to online testing results and to 
newly available services, which are discovered by the requirements engineer in a 
continuous requirements engineering process. 

This paper aims to bridge this gap and to extend current adaptation mechanism of 
service compositions to three adaptation drivers: service failure (traditional adaptation 
technique), online testing results achieved during the runtime of the SBAs and new 
available services discovered in a continuous requirements engineering process. 

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we present an overview of the ap-
proach to SBA adaptability that unifies the view of three fields of research, namely 
requirements engineering, online testing and adaptation of service compositions. In 
section 3 we identify the drivers for adaptability of SBAs, which are closely linked to 
our adaptation approach. This integration is then demonstrated with the help of an 
example in section 4 and the conclusions are summarised in section 5.

2 Integrating RE, Online Testing and Service Composition 
Adaptation Techniques 

The aim of this section is twofold: First, we describe the rationale of our approach 
by introducing motivating scenarios and, second, we describe the adaptation of ser-
vice compositions, requirements engineering and online testing in more detail. The 
approach is outlined in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Integration of Online Testing, Requirements Engineering and Ser-
vice Composition Adaptation Techniques 

To illustrate our approach, we use the wine production example introduced in [2, p. 
330] (cf. Figure 2 for the wine production process). The wine delivery process is 
described by six activities. The process starts with buying wine grapes (task “Buy 
Grapes”). After this task, the production (task “Produce wine”) is carried out. After-
wards the process might proceed in two different ways. The first way is storing the 
wine in oak barrels to mature (task “Store”), which may be followed by the shipment 
task (“ship wine”) or by finishing the production process (task “Wine lot production 
finished”). The alternative is to ship the wine immediately (task “Ship wine”) fol-
lowed by receiving a delivery note (task “Receive delivery note”) and finished by the 
task “Wine lot production finished”. 

Assume now the following three scenarios which need three different adaptability 
drivers: 

1. Scenario 1 - Requirements Engineering: Assume that the requirements engi-
neer found a new shipping service, which is cheaper than the previously used 
service in the service composition (�). If the requirements engineer decides to 
use this service in the service composition s/he needs to send an adaptation re-
quest (�) to the process engine, which will eventually notify the service mid-
dleware (�). This in turn leads to the usage of the new service in the service 
composition (�).

2. Scenario 2 - Online Testing Scenario: Assume that online testing finds a fail-
ure in the “Buy grapes” service, which would lead to buying red instead of 
white grapes under some circumstances (�) before invoking the service for a 
particular SBA instance. In this case the online testing activity (�) initiates an 
adaptation request. This adaptation request leads to a notification of the mid-
dleware (�), which needs to find a new service and to use this service in the 
service composition (�). 

3. Scenario 3 - Service Failure Scenario: Assume that the middleware wants to 
invoke the “shipment” service, which is currently not available. As a conse-
quence, the middleware sends and adaptation request, which is either handled 
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by the middleware itself (�) or by the service compositions (�). In any case 
the service composition is adapted to use a new service (�).

To understand the interplay between requirements engineering, online testing and 
adaptation, these techniques are described in the following subsections in more detail. 

2.1 Requirements Engineering 

Requirements engineering (RE) in traditional software engineering process models 
is carried out as separate activity before the design of the software system. It aims to 
elicit, document and agree upon the goals, assumptions and requirements of the soft-
ware system to be [3]. Although RE activities are also an essential part of the engi-
neering process for SBAs, which determine the goals and purposes of the SBA, we 
argue that requirements engineering should be a continuous process, which covers the 
entire life cycle of the SBA. The rationale of this argument is the adaptability of the 
SBA, which allows the requirements engineer to trigger an adaptation of the SBA, 
e. g. in case of newly available services (scenario 1). 

If a new service becomes available the requirements engineer needs to check for 
two conditions: First, the new service must provide the functionality, which is actu-
ally needed by the SBA, i. e. the service must “fit” with the purpose of the SBA. Sec-
ond, the service should fulfil the requirements better than the previously used service. 
The second requirement ensures that the new service is superior to existing services. 
This continuous requirements engineering approach rests on the assumption that new 
services become available over time. 

The algorithms needed for this continuous requirements engineering process are 
described in [4, 5]. The main idea of these approaches can be described as follows: 
The requirements of a SBA are described as Tropos goal models [6, 7]. The rationale 
for using Tropos is threefold: First, Tropos is a comprehensive approach to develop 
software systems from early requirements to their implementation. Second, Tropos 
was already applied to the service discipline, e. g., it was already shown that it is 
applicable to SBAs [e. g. 8, 9-12]. Third, Tropos comes with a formalisation which 
allows analysing the influence of the satisfaction of one goal on the entire goal model 
[13]. 

Based on the assumption that services are described with goal models, the re-
quirements engineer has to carry out the following two steps once a new service be-
comes available: First, the goal model of the new service should be contained in the 
goal model of the SBA. This step ensures that the new service provides a functionality 
needed by the SBA. Second, once this matchmaking is done, the goal satisfaction for 
all hard- and soft-goals can be calculated based on TROPOS’s goal propagation algo-
rithm. The result of this calculation is threefold: First, the goal satisfaction rates of 
some goals are higher while the goal satisfaction rates for the remaining goals remain 
unchanged. In this case the new service is superior to the existing one and it should be 
used (pareto principle). Second the goal satisfaction rates of some goals are lower 
then before and remain unchanged for all other goals. In this case the service is infe-
rior to the previous one and it should not be used. Third, the goal satisfaction rates are 
higher for some goals and lower for some other goals. In this case the requirements 
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engineer needs to decide whether to use the new service based on the priority of the 
different goals. 

This goal driven approach to SBA leads to perfective maintenance known from 
software engineering [14, p. 493] or to so called self optimization in the service world 
[1, p. 43]. The interaction of this approach with the adaptation of the service composi-
tion is described in section 3.

2.2 Online Testing 
In traditional software development processes quality assurance including testing is 

almost finished when the runtime of a system starts. The loose coupling feature of 
SBAs, however, allows to easily adapting the SBA during runtime so that the testing 
phase and the runtime phase of an SBA may overlap. This means that some testing 
activities are purposely postponed until the SBA is up and running [15, p. 40]. The 
consequence of this overlap is that the SBA may be modified once an error is detected 
during the runtime quality assurance – in particular online testing – activities. 

Similar to traditional software systems, two different inputs can be considered to 
assure the quality of SBAs: monitoring information and testing outputs. In contrast to 
traditional software development the comparison of expected and actual behaviour 
and possible following adaptations has to be done at runtime. Consequently, not only 
monitoring techniques but also online testing techniques are relevant to assure the 
quality of the entire SBA. However, due to space limitation, we only concentrate on 
online testing in this paper. 

Hielscher et al. present the PROSA (PRO-active Self-Adaptation) framework in 
[16], which enables online testing in addition to traditional runtime quality assurance 
methods such as monitoring. The results of the online testing activities are compared 
with expected results to detect problems, which may be resolved by adaptations. 
Online testing aims at finding possible problems before they occur in a running in-
stance of the SBA. The underlying assumption of PROSA is that online testing activi-
ties do not interfere with the running SBA. This requires that each service, which 
should be tested, offers a test mode. This test mode prevents the “normal” execution 
of all activities of an instance of the SBA, which trigger more than just returning a 
computational result – e. g. it prevents the delivery of physical goods. 

Testing service compositions by testing their constituent services requires that the 
services are known at test time. This means that either the services are statically con-
nected to the tasks of the service composition (see below) or that the registry from 
which the services are discovered contains a constant set of services during test time. 
If none of the two previous conditions holds, it follows that online testing must be 
executed in parallel to each service composition instance since the services used in 
different service composition instances may differ. This approach, however, requires 
considerable computational resources and is, therefore, discarded here. 

2.3 Adaptation 
Adaptations in service compositions can be carried out during design time or during 
runtime. During design time the process model, which describes control and data flow 
can be modified in any possible way, including the assignment of service implementa-
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tions to tasks or the modification of the control and data flow of the workflow defini-
tion ([17]). 

During runtime the process model may be altered so as to assign new service im-
plementations to process tasks [e. g. 18] or to modify the control and data flow com-
pletely. After these modifications it must be decided whether all running instances 
should benefit from these modifications (instance migration), whether some of the 
running instances should benefit from these modifications or whether future instances 
should use the modifications only. If the modifications target only some instances of a 
process model, the changes are called ad-hoc changes and are not reflected in the 
process model. 

According to the previous classification of adaptation, we need to distinguish two 
modification dimensions – e. g. modification of the process model and modification 
of the assignment of concrete services to process model tasks – and two phases in the 
SBA lifecycle – e. g. design time and runtime. In this paper, however, we only focus 
on modifying the assignment of service implementations to process tasks during run-
time. 

This assignment is based on so called binding strategies. According to [20] and 
[19, p. 536] we can distinguish between two major binding strategies: First, the static 
binding strategy requires that the service implementations are assigned to the activi-
ties during design or deployment time. Second, dynamic binding requires a declara-
tive description of the requirements of the service at design or deployment time. The 
actual service implementations are then discovered by the underlying middleware 
during runtime based on the declaratively specified criteria. 

The dynamic binding strategy is the most flexible approach for service binding be-
cause it enables the discovery of service implementations during runtime based on 
requirements for the service selection specified declaratively prior to the process exe-
cution. In case of a service implementation failure, the middleware is then able to 
discover a new service implementation according to the specified requirements. The 
functional part of the requirements is typically provided by the service composition 
(e. g. operation and port type) and the non-functional requirements are specified in 
separate artefacts associated with the composition (e. g. WS-Policy definitions). It is 
important to note that these requirements for service selection are specified at the 
latest during the deployment phase of SBA development. This means, that the selec-
tion criteria even in the most flexible strategy for service binding are fixed during 
runtime. 

3 Adaptability Drivers 

Service-based applications that are implemented using the process-based approach 
can be adapted as a reaction to changes in the environment or according to the occur-
rence of exceptional situations using the approaches for process adaptability described 
in the previous section. Adaptation of the SBAs can be thus triggered by the following 
drivers: 
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1. Recommendations from the requirements engineer: Typically, enterprises have 
contract relationships with other business partners. This fact is reflected in the set 
of service implementations that may be used in service compositions. These part-
ner service implementations usually meet the requirements specified by the re-
quirements engineers in the enterprise. In some cases however, due to the dy-
namic nature of the service market, new relationships are established with other 
(previously unknown) partners. If the newly introduced service is better and/or 
more appropriate (e. g. cheaper, faster etc.), the requirements engineer is entitled 
to recommend the use of this new service (adaptation trigger). 

2. Results from online tests: Online tests of service implementations are performed 
during the runtime of the SBA. If a test of a service fails the online testing expert 
may recommend to discontinue using the service (adaptation trigger). 

3. Service failures: During the execution of process instances the discovery, selec-
tion and invocation of a service is delegated to the service middleware (Note that 
in the case of static binding strategy the discovery and selection steps are not 
needed). The middleware is responsible for tackling the situation in which se-
lected services exhibit failures when invoked. In case the middleware cannot dis-
cover any service compliant with the requirements provided by the process model 
and the process execution environment, and as specified by the requirements en-
gineer, the service selection criteria may be adapted. The new alternative criteria 
are then used to discover and select another service that can perform on behalf of 
the process (adaptation trigger). 

All three mechanisms are explained in the next section along with our wine example. 

4 Example

The presentation of the mechanisms enabling the reaction to the adaptability drivers 
presented in the previous section will be demonstrated with the help of the example 
introduced in section 1. Figure 2 depicts the process described by the example. The 
figure also shows the available service implementations assigned to the tasks either by 
static or dynamic binding – e. g. the “Grapes retailer” service is bound to the “Buy 
grapes” task while three different shipment services are available to support the “Ship 
wine” and “Receive delivery note” tasks. 
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Figure 2. Example of a Wine Production Process. 

The process is executed by a process engine which relies on a service middleware 
[20]. The middleware supports among others the discovery and invocation of services 
that the process composes (infrastructure services). If the binding strategy for a task is 
static, the middleware can only invoke the concrete service implementation as defined 
in the process definition; the middleware receives the input data for the service and its 
endpoint reference (EPR [20]). After the invocation of the service implementation the 
middleware returns the result from the service invocation to the process engine and 
hence to the process instance. The middleware performs an additional step if the bind-
ing strategy is dynamic. Before a service invocation can be carried out a discovery of 
a set of service implementations compliant with the requirements (provided in the 
process definition) is triggered and the most appropriate service implementation is 
selected.

All the adaptation mechanisms listed in the previous section require service invo-
cation. Depending on the binding strategy (static vs. dynamic) service discovery and 
selection may (dynamic binding) or may not (static binding) be needed. In the rest of 
this section we present the adaptation approaches that can be triggered as a possible 
reaction to the adaptation drivers we cover here. All these approaches make use of the 
infrastructure services supported by the service middleware. 

4.1 Adaptation Triggered by the Requirements Engineer 

As new services become available outside the enterprise service registry, the require-
ments engineer needs to decide whether the newly available service should be used. 
This decision is made according to the mechanism described in subsection 2.3. Once a 
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decision to use the new service is made, the requirements engineer has two choices to 
make use of the service in the service composition: Using the static binding strategy, 
the requirements engineer may exchange the static service reference of one or more 
tasks directly in the process model and to either migrate all instances, selected in-
stances or no instances to this new process model. If the dynamic binding strategy is 
used, it is sufficient to register the new service in the service registry. Due to the en-
hanced service characteristics, the new service implementation will be given prefer-
ence by the middleware’s service discovery component. 

Assume that the shipment service of company D becomes available and the re-
quirements engineer decides to use it for the above service composition. In a static 
binding scenario the requirements engineer initiates the exchange of the static refer-
ence for the task “Ship wine” from the shipment service of company A to the ship-
ment service of company D. In a dynamic binding scenario, the shipment service of 
company D is registered in the enterprise service registry and the middleware will 
automatically prefer it over the shipment service of companies A–C because of its 
better suitability to the requirements. 

Requirements engineering for service based applications is a relatively new field. 
Existing approaches cover the description of requirements for SBAs [e. g. 8], the 
discovery of services using goal models [e. g. 4], the consistency check between goal 
models and workflows [e. g. 12] and the continuous goal-driven optimization of 
SBAs [e. g. 5]. 

4.2 Adaptation Triggered by Online Testing  

As described above, online testing may find failures, which require an adaptation. The 
adaptation action required depends on the binding strategy. If the binding strategy 
prescribes static binding, the faulty service must be replaced in the process model 
(usually in the deployment information). After this replacement the process model 
must be re-deployed and it must be decided whether all running instances (instance 
migration), selected running instances or all new instances should be migrated to the 
new process model. 

Assume that the shipment service of company A should be tested in our example 
above. The tester generates test cases with deadlines, lists of goods to be shipped and 
customer address data as input. Then the output is checked against the expected out-
put. In our scenario, the expected output is a delivery note and an invoice. If the ser-
vice of shipping company A cannot deliver a delivery note, this failure is reported and 
an adaptation is triggered. The service of shipping company A is then removed from 
the process model (static binding) or from the registry (dynamic binding) and re-
placed by another service, e. g. the shipping service of company B. 

Numerous testing techniques exist in the literature. An overview of testing tech-
niques for services is given in [21, pp. 48]. Especially test case generation from exist-
ing Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) specifications is described in [22, 
23]. These existing approaches have to be adapted for using them in parallel to proc-
ess instance execution. 
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4.3 Adaptation Triggered by Service Faults 

The third driver for adaptation of service compositions are failures of the com-
posed services. A mechanism for tackling such failures for both statically and dy-
namically bound services is needed to ensure the completion of the process instance. 
This mechanism involves discovery and selection of a new service capable of per-
forming the task in the process with similar requirements. 

In the dynamic binding strategy it is up to the middleware to discover and invoke a 
service compliant to both the functional and quality requirements specified in the 
process definition. If the middleware in not able to discover such a service implemen-
tation, an alternative set of (quality) requirements may be specified in the process 
model and hence used by the middleware for service discovery and selection. In case 
of a static binding strategy, the middleware does not have to discover a new service 
and, hence, the service composition must be repaired manually or automatically using 
an alternative set of requirements to the service. 

In the context of the wine production example, consider for instance that shipment 
company A ships goods for less than 100,000.00 € and within one week. Assume now 
that the shipment service of company A is temporarily not available. As an alternative 
service implementation the wine producer might be willing to pay more than origi-
nally specified to a shipping company that can comply with the time constraint (e. g. 
shipment company B). The discovery and invocation of such a service is performed 
by the middleware provided that the alternative quality requirements are made avail-
able to it by the service composition definition.  

Adaptation mechanisms for BPEL processes are presented in [18, 24], where the 
quality requirements are specified as Web Ontology Language for Web Services 
(OWL-S) service descriptions and encapsulated in WS-Policies. Prototypical imple-
mentations of an infrastructure including a BPEL engine and a service bus are also 
available for both the OWL-S and Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) based 
approaches.  

5 Conclusion

In this paper we integrated requirements engineering, online testing and state-of-the-
art adaptation mechanisms for service compositions. The paper shows clearly that the 
dynamic binding strategy driven by pre-described service requirements is beneficial 
over the static binding strategy. The dynamic binding strategy resolves automatically 
all service faults, e. g. due to unavailable service implementations. In addition, re-
quirements engineering and online testing only need to interact with the enterprise 
service registry and have no other influence on the existing service middleware. 
While the online testing aims to remove faulty services from the registry, the re-
quirements engineering activity aims to add new and innovative services to it, which 
lead to a better fulfilment of the SBA’s requirements. The static binding strategy, 
however, requires a modification of the process model and its redeployment. 

We are also able to identify future research for the integration of online testing and 
workflow modelling as well as the integration of requirements engineering with work-
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flow modelling. Online testing techniques require a certain sequence of tests, e. g. the 
tester needs to know, which service implementation to test first. This sequence de-
pends heavily on the workflow(s) in which the service implementation is used. In 
addition, this paper and the cited online testing techniques cover only service testing. 
However, it is also important to test the whole service composition, e. g. the workflow 
itself (integration test). Techniques need to be developed and integrated with adapta-
tion techniques. 

For the requirements engineering field, the most predominant problem is the map-
ping of the requirements to service descriptions, e. g. to OWL-S. This mapping en-
sures that services identified as superior in the requirements engineering activity, are 
actually given preference during service discovery carried out by the middleware. In 
addition, workflow instances may be tailored to the so-called context-factors, e. g. 
workflows may be adapted to certain users or a certain device. These context-aware 
workflow adaptations require a tight integration of workflow and requirements engi-
neering research. 
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Abstract. System performance is a key feature nowadays, for this reason a lot

of resources are diverted to test systems for adequate performance. Sometimes

the performance analysis is done with the help of a simulation model. In this case

it is necessary to adjust the parameters of the simulation model to get accurate

results.

The task of determining the parameters for a simulation model is a quite chal-

lenging and time consuming one. In this work some strategies like a variation of

binary search, moving average and derivations of ARMA (autoregressive moving

average) are used for automatically adjusting the simulation model parameters

until a given accuracy is reached. Furthermore a case study with these strategies

is done to get first results on the usability and the strengths of the different strate-

gies.

From these case studies the conclusion can be drawn that in the case of reduced

calculation power or a reduced set of information about the system under test

(SUT) the moving average strategy is performing best. If the calculation power

and the set of information about the SUT aren’t the limiting factors the derivations

of the ARMA strategies should be chosen. The special strength of the ARMA

strategies is in the field of long term analysis and predictions for the SUT, or to

express in an other way in the parameter estimation for the simulation model of

the SUT.

1 Introduction

The task of adjusting a performance simulation model e.g. queuing-network-model [6],

to a system under test (SUT) is quite a demanding task, even for a system analyst. So

the idea is to automate the step of adjusting a simulation model to a SUT. For this some

demands concerning the environment have to be handled, so that the system gets the

required information about the SUT, to automatically determine the parameters for the

simulation model. Besides the information about the SUT the system needs a strategy

for the simulation model parameter estimation. These strategies, their evaluation and a

practical study on a web system are the key points of this paper. The strategies consid-

ered in this paper have in common that their goal is to get the best prediction for the

next simulation model parameter so that the simulation model will perform as well as

possible on new/future requests.
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This paper consists of two major parts, on the one hand the part where the sys-

tem, the strategies and the possibilities are described, and on the other hand the actual

concrete study is presented.

The first part is structured in the following way: Section 2 describes the surrounding

environment for the evaluation of the different strategies for simulation model parame-

ter estimation also called AWPS - System. Section 3 explains in detail the four strategies

for simulation model parameter estimation. An exact definition of the possibilities when

a test run is executed, concerning the monitored/recorded data about the SUT and usage

of this data is reached.

The second part deals with the actual study. First, the objectives of the study are

explained. Then the executed test cases are presented and the reasons for using these test

cases are given and the chosen settings for the test run are provided. In the next section

the results of the study and the conclusions that can be drawn from it are presented.

2 AWPS - System

The automatic web performance simulation and prediction system (AWPS) [8][9] rep-

resents a system capable of automatically creating a web performance simulation and

conducting a trend analysis of the SUT. The system has to provide three main functions:

data collection, simulation and prediction.

– Data Collection Component: The component monitors the SUT, records relevant

information and provides static information about the SUT. These pieces of infor-

mation are then preprocessed and fed into the simulation and the prediction com-

ponent. A special functionality which is useful for testing the AWPS System is that

the system could be executed on pre-recorded data. This provides the opportunity to

evaluate the different strategies of the subcomponents without having to care about

the influence of variations in the base data.
– Simulation Component: The aim of the this component is to automatically gener-

ate and adjust a simulation model of the SUT. For this task the component has to

combine the information provided by the data collection component and apply the

extracted knowledge of the SUT to create the simulation model or adjust it [5][10].

As simulation framework several products have been evaluated [2][5][7], currently

JSIM is used [1].
– Prediction Component: This component uses the information, about the SUT, pro-

vided by the data collection component to accomplish its task. Based on the in-

formation about the SUT and by using the simulation component the prediction

component generates possible scenarios and creates a longterm trend analysis.

This paper focuses on the simulation component, and sets itself the aim to complete the

automation of the simulation model adjustment.

3 Strategies for Parameter Estimation

The base for automating the performance simulation model adjustment is to have a suit-

able strategy for simulation model parameter determination. The goal of the simulation
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model parameter determination is to find the parameter which best fits the simulation

model. The defined parameters are supposed to ensure that the simulation model will

provide excellent results when confronted with new/future requests. To accomplish this,

the algorithms predict the parameters for the simulation model based on recorded data.

Hereby the focus is set to determine parameters which suit the latest and the expected

new requests best, it is acceptable that this simulation model may not bring the best

results for the old recorded requests.

In this section the four different strategies which are evaluated within this study are

described. Considering the four strategies, the first three, Binary, AVG and ARMA, use

no prior grouping whereas the last strategy ARMA with 60 sec. grouping, pre-groups

the data before the process is started.

3.1 Binary Strategy Parameter Estimation

The Binary strategy for parameter estimation works with similar principles as a stan-

dard binary search algorithm. In a self repeating process the results of the simulation

model and the results from the SUT are compared. If the result of the simulation model

is too low the simulation parameter is doubled. In the opposite case, if the result of

the simulation model is to high, the value of the simulation parameter is divided by

two. The two parameters which have to be determined for this strategy are the initial

starting value and the minimal error delta. The initial starting value which is doubled

or divided should be set to an approximate value to ensure a quick adjustment, e.g. the

first recorded value of the SUT. With the minimal error delta the minimal difference be-

tween the results of the SUT and the simulation model, when the simulation parameter

should be adapted, is defined.

3.2 AVG Strategy Parameter Estimation

The AVG strategy is an implementation of a moving average method. The key advan-

tages of this strategy are that it is easily implemented, the calculation is fast and can be

done in increments. This strategy is defined by only one parameter, the window size.

The disadvantage with this parameter is, that depending on the underlying function of

the SUT, it should be small or large. For example if the underlying function of the SUT

is a constant value with some added noise, a large sliding window will likely provide

the best results. In the case of a function of the SUT with a strong drift a small sliding

windows will be the better option. Clearly, to define the right size of the sliding window,

some preliminary knowledge about the SUT is required, or it must be approximated by

the use of statistics.

3.3 ARMA Strategy Parameter Estimation

The ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) [3] strategy is a mathematically costly

method used in this study to determine the parameters for the simulation model. The

basic methods used to parameterize the ARMA strategy are listed below. These methods

are also used in the case of the ARMA with 60 sec. grouping strategy, however the data

on which the operations are based are different.
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To illustrate the process of parameterization and execution of the ARMA strategy,

some simplifications and assumptions concerning the basic data are made. Basically

the data upon which the operations are based is assumed to show all the characteristics

required. The initial data is stored in the timeSeriesDataIn variable [4][12][11].

1. Calculate the correlation function of the input data

CorrelationFunction[timeSeriesDataIn];

2. Calculate the partial correlation function of the input data

PartialCorrelationFunction[timeSeriesDataIn];

3. Calculate the mean and the zero mean time series data

timeSeriesDataMean = Mean[timeSeriesDataIn];

timeSeriesData = timeSeriesDataIn− timeSeriesDataMean;

4. Set pMax and qMax based on the outcome of the correlation and partial correlation

function

pMax = CorrelationFunction[timeSeriesDataIn] < 1.96/sqrt[n];

qMax = PartialCorrelationFunction[timeSeriesDataIn] < 1.96/sqrt[n];

5. Create the ARMA models using the Hannan Rissanen estimate method

models = HannanRissanenEstimate[timeSeriesData, 20, pMax, qMax, 1];

6. Conditional maximum likelihood to re-estimate the model selection

arma11 = ConditionalMLEstimate[timeSeriesData,#]&/@Take[models, 1];

7. Predict the next values for the simulation model

result = BestLinearPredictor[timeSeriesData, arma11, 3][[1]]

8. Use the predicted values to calculate an AVG and set this as next parameter for the

simulation model.

nextV al = Sum[result, 1, 3]/3;

3.4 ARMA with 60 sec. Grouping Strategy Parameter Estimation

This variation of the ARMA strategy is based on the same method, only the basic data

is altered before it is used. Basically the limitation of predictions done with the ARMA

strategy is that it is only possible to predict the next few values. These few values in the

ARMA strategy case are representative for the next few seconds. So the idea is to group

the data before it is used in the prediction process. In this special case the data of 60

seconds is grouped (AVG calculation) and used, so the time frame for which predictions

are made extends itself by the factor of 60. The disadvantage with this variation is

that our prediction is based on fewer data points, but this is only a problem during the

initial phase of prediction. In short the ARMA with 60 sec. Grouping Strategy is named

ARMA G in this paper.
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4 Possible Test Case Settings

This section deals with the possible settings for a test run, specifically the settings which

deal with the behavior of the strategies for simulation model parameter estimation and

their evaluations.

Fig. 1. Types of Base Data Usage

One of the very basic decisions to be made for a test run is the decision whether to

execute the test run on current data or to use previous recorded data (for more details

see section 2). The next also very basic decision is how this data should be used; in

general there are four possible combinations. These four combinations are shown in

figure 1, the assigned names are Type A to Type D. In the normal test case, when

the strategies for simulation model parameter estimation and the other components of

the surrounding system have been evaluated and the focus is back on the analysis and

prediction of the SUT, Type A or Type C are best suitable. To get optimal results the

simulation model should be as good as possible. But in the current phase the Type D

should be used, because it allows the system to learn from ”old” data and have ”new”

data for the configured simulation model available to test it.

Other options which could be set for the test run are, after how many new requests

the simulation should be executed, how many requests should be saved for evaluating

the configured simulation model and what size the sliding window, which is used to

keep the runtime of the system in an acceptable range, should be. This sliding window
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has only minor influence on the Binary strategy, ARMA and ARMA G; if it is not

chosen to small. But the sliding window has a wide influence on the AVG strategy

(moving average) as described in subsection 3.2.

5 Objectives of this Study

At the beginning of the second part of this paper, the primary goals of this study will be

reviewed. In the introduction and in section 2 it was already stated that the purpose of

this work is to build an automatic web performance simulation and prediction system.

It is necessary that such a system is able to automatically adjust the parameters of the

simulation model. This paper presents strategies that can accomplish this task and tries

to evaluate the usefulness of the different strategies for different requirements. These

are the questions which should be answered by this study:

– Are these strategies useful to adjust the simulation model parameters?
– What are the advantages and disadvantages of the different strategies?
– Is the additional effort for using more complex techniques like ARMA justifiable?

6 Composition of Test Cases

The composition of test cases is always a very important step when a study is designed.

In this case, the study is based on the recorded requests executed on a web system with

a single apache web server and a MySQL database. The recorded requests are based

on the load produced by a performance test tool always requesting the same PHP web

site, which lists some entries of the database. More details concerning the web site and

the recorded information are listed in figure 2 and in table 1. The time intervals used

for the study are request phases of 1 minute, 15 minutes and 60 minutes. These time

intervals should provide the possibility to evaluate on the one hand how fast a strategy

adjusts the simulation model parameters and on the other hand how the accuracy of the

strategies differ with the long runtime perspective. A special focus is placed on the long

runtime perspective, as the strategies should be integrated into a system which runs in

parallel to the SUT. Furthermore to provide all chosen settings used for the analysis and

test cases, the parameters as described in section 4 are listed in table 2. This table shows

the settings which were used for all test cases independent from the chosen strategy for

simulation model parameter adjustment.

Type Timestamp Resource Id

Start 1223278973740 http://localhost/mysql.php 2544748e9c17da037e8.40733164

Event 1223278973847 http://localhost/mysql.php 2544748e9c17da037e8.40733164

Ende 1223278973951.3 http://localhost/mysql.php 2544748e9c17da037e8.40733164

Table 1. A Schematic Example data set of a recorded request
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Fig. 2. Respons Time of Web Sites ”Simplified”

Request

Phase

Length

Response Time of Web Sites Base Data

Usage Type

Simulate

Every Nr.

of Requests

Save Nr. of

Request for

Evaluation

1 Minute Constant Response Time Type D 1 1

15 Minute Constant Response Time Type D 5 5

60 Minute Constant Response Time Type D 25 25

1 Minute Sawtooth Response Time Type D 1 1

15 Minute Sawtooth Response Time Type D 5 5

60 Minute Sawtooth Response Time Type D 25 25

1 Minute Strictly Increasing Response Time Type D 1 1

15 Minute Strictly Increasing Response Time Type D 5 5

60 Minute Strictly Increasing Response Time Type D 25 25

Table 2. Test Case Settings
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7 Results of the Test Cases

In this section the results of the test cases described above will be summarized. The

main results of the test cases are a ranking of the different strategies for the three time

intervals, and a general ranking. In this ranking the strategies which have provided

results that were not statistically significant different are assigned the same rank. For

the statistical significant the double-sided case has been used, as no strategy should be

favored in advance.

7.1 Test Cases One Minute

In the one minute test cases only the three strategies, AVG, Binary and ARMA have

been tested, as the ARMA G strategy is not applicable to this timeframe. The ranking

can be seen in table 3, based on this ranking ARMA with an average place of 1.0 is the

best suitable strategy. Below that, with an average place of 2.0, comes the AVG strategy,

where the advantage of reduced computation complexity has to be considered. In the

last place is the Binary strategy. A graphical representation of the one minute sawtooth

test case can be found in figure 3. In the one minute time frame only the increasing

periode of the first sawtooth is considered.

Fig. 3. Response time comparison in the ”Sawtooth” one minute test case
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Web Side Response Time Type Rank Rank Rank

Constant Response Time (1) ARMA (2) AVG (2) Binary

Sawtooth Response Time (1) ARMA (2) AVG (2) Binary

Strictly Increasing Response Time (1) ARMA (2) AVG (3) Binary

Table 3. Test Case One Minute Ranking

7.2 Test Cases 15 Minutes

The ranking of the 15 minutes test cases can be found in table 4. In this time frame all

presented strategies can be included in the test. The average ranking shows clearly the

advantage of both, the ARMA strategy and the ARMA G. strategy with an average place

of 1.333. In the third place follows the AVG strategy with an average place of 2.333,

and the last place again falls to the Binary strategy. In figure 4 the comparison of the

average response time results from the execution of the simulation with the real average

response time of the SUT for ARMA, ARMA G. and AVG in the Strictly Increasing

15 Minutes test case is provided. Each dot represents the average response time of five

requests, the AVG - Calc line visualizes the real average response time.

Fig. 4. Response time comparison in the ”Strictly Increasing” 15 minutes test case
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Web Side Response Time Type Rank Rank Rank Rank

Constant Response Time (1) AVG (1) ARMA (1) ARMA G. (4) Binary

Sawtooth Response Time (1) ARMA (2) ARMA G. (3) AVG (4) Binary

Strictly Increasing Response

Time

(1) ARMA G. (2) ARMA (3) AVG (3) Binary

Table 4. Test Case 15 Minute Ranking

7.3 Test Cases 60 Minutes

The ranking of the 60 minutes test cases is provided in table 5, these results demonstrate

that the difference between the ARMA/ARMA G. strategies and the AVG strategy de-

pend on the underlying base response time. The first average place goes to the ARMA

strategy with a value of 1.333, in the second place follows the AVG strategy with a

value of 1.666 and in the third place the ARMA G. strategy with a value of 2. The last

placed strategy is again the Binary strategy. The figure 5 compares the average response

time results of the execution of the simulation with the real average response time of

the SUT for ARMA, ARMA G. and AVG in the Sawtooth 60 Minutes test case. Each

dot represents the average response time of 25 requests, the AVG - Calc line visualizes

the real average response time. Figure 5 shows the results of the 60 minutes Sawtooth

Fig. 5. Response time comparison in the ”Sawtooth” 60 minutes test case
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Web Side Response Time Type Rank Rank Rank Rank

Constant Response Time (1) ARMA (1) AVG (3) ARMA G. (3) Binary

Sawtooth Response Time (1) ARMA (2) ARMA G. (2) AVG (4) Binary

Strictly Increasing Response

Time

(1) ARMA G. (2) Binary (2) ARMA (2) AVG

Table 5. Test Case 60 Minute Ranking

test case. They lead to the conclusion that the ARMA G. strategy does not follow the

extreme values of the SUT response time can be drawn. Obviously the AVG strategy

will result in a constant value for a sawtooth function over time.

7.4 Overall Ranking

The overall ranking clearly shows that the ARMA strategy is generally the most ap-

plicable but, taking into account computational complexity, the AVG strategy proves

also a well suitable alternative. The ranking with the according average place values is

provided in table 6.

Strategy Rank Value

Binary 4 2.666

AVG 3 2.000

ARMA 1 1.222

ARMA G. 2 1.666

Table 6. Strategy Ranking

8 Conclusions Drawn Based on the Results of the Study

The results of the test cases presented here lead to the conclusion that sometimes a

simple strategy for simulation model parameter estimation like AVG can provide quite

satisfactory results. Especially in cases where the computational power is limited, sim-

ple methods like AVG should be preferred. In cases where the computational power

requirement is of no issue, the results of this study would recommend using ARMA

and AVG in combination and to decide, based on the underlying function, which strat-

egy to use for the prediction of the simulation model parameters.

If these two strategies could be combined in an advantageous way, the resulting

strategy might provide the best results for all test cases. To this end, further studies of

the behavior of the ARMA and ARMA G strategy should be conducted. The results

obtained in the test cases presented here should furthermore be reevaluated on other

web site structures and corresponding response time structures. A long term analysis
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(for more than 24 hours) on a productive web site environment with a high fluctuation

of requests are done with the AVG, ARMA and ARMA G strategy.

Additionally the impact of the predefined time period (cf. section 4 ”after how many

new requests the simulation should be executed”) should be analyzed in more detail, as

the latest studies suggest that this parameter has an influence on the results provided by

the ARMA strategy.

Furthermore, the popular field of evolutionary programming will be evaluated in

more detail. Nevertheless the expected problem with the method is that most likely the

time constraints which come with the idea of the system will render this method not

practicable, for this application.
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Abstract. The need to adapt to the changes implied by dynamic business envi-

ronments and constantly evolving requirements impose new challenges for the

development of modern Service-Based Applications. These applications become

drastically more flexible; they should be able to adequately identify and react

to various changes in the business requirements and application context. These

challenges make monitoring and adaptation the key elements of modern SBA

functionality.

The vision on the adaptation and monitoring we adopt in the S-Cube project

identifies a generic process that integrates adaptation and monitoring activities

in order to identify critical changes and problems. This vision aims to gener-

alize and broaden the state of the art in the SBA adaptation. First, it broadens

the perspective on what, how, and when may be monitored and adapted in or-

der to accommodate to changes and deviations. Second, it extends the defini-

tion of monitoring and adaptation themselves in order to bring into the game

approaches and mechanisms traditionally not exploited for these purposes. Last,

but not least, the S-Cube adaptation and monitoring vision aims to to cover and

integrate various research disciplines (such as Service-Oriented and Grid Com-

puting, Business Process Management, and Software Engineering), application

domains (B2B, user-centric systems), as well as different functional SBA layers.

On the one hand, this allows us to bring and re-use the ideas and approaches from

completely independent areas. On the other hand, such an integration makes the

cross-layer adaptation and monitoring first-class elements of this vision.

Seen from this broader perspective, such adaptation and monitoring picture aims

to integrate otherwise isolated and fragmented adaptation and monitoring ap-

proaches, methodologies and application domains, thus opening up new research

challenges and opportunities not only within the project, but also for the whole

SOA science and technology.

1 Introduction

Service-Based Applications (SBA) run in dynamic business environments and address

constantly evolving requirements. These applications should hence become drastically

� The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s

Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 under grant agreement 215483 (S-Cube).
�� This paper reports the vision jointly provided by the participants of the S-Cube workpack-

age WP-JRA-1.2 “Adaptation and Monitoring Principles, Techniques, and Mechanisms for

Service-based Applications”.
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more flexible, as they should be able to adequately identify and react to various changes

in the business requirements and application context. These challenges make monitor-

ing and adaptation the key elements of modern SBA functionality.

The problem of monitoring and adaptation of various types of software system has

gained a lot of interest both in the research community and in industry. In the recent

years, these aspects have attracted more and more interest in the area of SBA and in

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). However, the results and directions are still in-

sufficient. First, the proposed approaches are very fragmented; they address only spe-

cific problems, particular application domains, and particular types of applications and

systems; the monitoring solutions are often isolated from the adaptation needs and ap-

proaches. Second, most of the approaches dealing with adaptation address the problem

reactively: the solutions aim to define a way to recovery from the problem when it is al-

ready happened rather than to prevent it to happen. This is, indeed, insufficient in certain

applications and domains. Third, as the applications, their users, and the settings where

they operate become more and more dynamic, open, and unpredictable, the role of the

application context (being a physical, business, or user-specific) becomes much more

critical. These issues are often omitted by the state-of-the-art solutions both for moni-

toring and adaptation. Very relevant to this is also the role and participation of various
types of users in the monitoring and adaptation process. The service-based applications

are often designed to target final users, and, therefore, should be able to collect and

properly exploit the information about the user in order to customize and personalize

those applications as well as to let the users participate to the corresponding activities.

In the S-Cube project the work on SBA monitoring and adaptation is devoted to

the development of the novel principles, techniques, and mechanisms focused on the

following key research aspects and questions [1]:

– Comprehensive adaptation and monitoring framework. The work will concen-

trate on providing holistic framework for adaptation and monitoring principles,

techniques, and methods, which will enable the integration of different, isolated,

and fragmented solutions. In particular, the framework will allow for:

• Cross layer integration of monitoring approaches. This form of integration is

crucial for modern SBA provisioning, as it provides a way to properly locate

and evaluate the source of the problem and its impact.

• Cross layer integration of adaptation approaches. This form of integration is

complementary to the previous one and will allow us to properly identify and

propagate the necessary adaptation activities in different elements of the SBA

architecture. As well as in case of monitoring, new solutions will integrate

isolated adaptation mechanisms available at different functional layers into the

holistic cross layer approaches.

• Cross boundary integration of monitoring and adaptation techniques. Here the

focus on identifying the role and the impact of various monitored events and

adaptation actions on the different participants of the system and its environ-

ment, as well as on distributing the information and the actions across those

participants accordingly.

• Cross life-cycle integration of monitoring and adaptation techniques to exploit

the knowledge and mechanisms available at different phases of the life-cycle
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(e.g., design-time or post-operational information) in order to devise, e.g., new

monitoring approaches (e.g., exploiting post-mortem process analysis for pre-

diction) or adaptation decision mechanisms (e.g., explore previous decisions

and adaptation effects to select proper adaptation strategy).

– Predictive SBA monitoring and proactive SBA adaptation. This work will con-

centrate on the problem of predicting the critical changes in SBA functioning in

order to proactively prevent undesired situations. In particular, the work will focus

on new techniques and solutions for adapting the system based on the predicted

quality values.

– Exploiting contextual information and user aspects for SBA monitoring and
adaptation. The information about different types of the SBA context, as well as

about the user and its settings, is crucial for the application logic. Novel approaches

are necessary for being able to specify and observe this information and for driving

the selection, realization, and enactment of the corresponding adaptation actions.

Here we illustrate the novel vision on the SBA adaptation and monitoring that we

have defined in S-Cube; this vision will provide a comprehensive, coherent framework

for the existing challenges and for the different research lines undertaken by S-Cube

and by the broader SOC research community. The vision will also place the adaptation

and monitoring research within the global picture and objectives of the S-Cube project;

will drive the identification of the competences – and gaps – of the consortium, and to

define the research roadmap, which will also be addressed by the project.

2 Conceptual Adaptation and Monitoring Framework

At the high level of abstraction, the adaptation and monitoring framework can be de-

scribed by the concepts represented in Figure 1. This figure identifies Monitoring Mech-

anisms, Monitored Events, Adaptation Requirements, Adaptation Strategies, Adapta-

tion Mechanisms, and the relations between these concepts, as the key elements of the

S-Cube A&M framework.

It is important to remark that the significance and the novelty of this conceptual

framework is not in the figure itself – it describes a standard sensing/planning/actuating

control chain. The significance and novelty is in the interpretation and a very broad

meaning that we give to the different concepts, and to the capability of the chain (i)
to allow for a very general integration of a wide range of mechanisms, techniques and

methodologies for monitoring and adaptation; and (ii) to allow for an ability to capture

and address new challenges and problems like cross-layer adaptation and monitoring,

pro-active SBA adaptation, and HCI-driven monitoring.

2.1 Elements of the Framework

A generic adaptation and monitoring framework consists of the following elements:

– With Monitoring Mechanism we mean any mechanism that can be used to check

whether the actual situation corresponds to the expected one. The meaning we give
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Fig. 1. Conceptual A&M framework

to the monitoring mechanisms is very broad; in this way, we refer not only to “clas-

sical” run-time monitoring facilities, but also to techniques such as post-mortem

log analysis techniques, data mining, online and offline testing and even verifi-

cation/validation, etc. Realization of monitoring mechanisms is provided by the

corresponding monitoring engines built on top of the monitoring infrastructures.

– Monitoring mechanisms are used to detect Monitored Events, i.e., the events that

deliver the relevant information about the application execution, evolution, and con-

text. These events represent the fact that there is critical difference with respect

to the expected SBA state, functionality, and environment. The monitored events

result from observing monitoring properties, derived from the adaptation require-

ments as a specification of the expected state and functionality of the SBA and its

environment. The notion of monitored events may be very broad ranging from basic

failures, deviation of QoS parameters, to complex properties over many executions

of SBA, certain trends in the SBA environment, changes in business rules, etc.

– Monitored events in turn trigger Adaptation Requirements, which represent the ne-

cessity to change the underlying SBA in order to remove the difference between the

actual (or predicted) situation and the expected one. They may include dependabil-

ity and functional correctness requirements, optimality, interoperability, usability,

etc.

– In order to satisfy adaptation requirements, it is necessary to define Adaptation
Strategies, which define the possible ways to achieve those requirements given

the current situation. Note that it is possible to have a set of different adaptation

strategies applicable in the same situation. In this case the process requires certain

decision mechanisms that operate autonomously or involve humans.

– Finally, the adaptation strategies are realized by the Adaptation Mechanisms – the

techniques and facilities provided by the underlying SBA or by the operation and

management platform in different functional SBA layers that enable corresponding

strategies. The adaptation may be also done “manually”, i.e., by re-designing/re-

engineering the application. In this case we should speak about application evo-

lution as the permanent SBA changes are required that should be done via SBA

re-design.

An important aspect of these conceptual elements is the necessity to define and im-

plement the corresponding decision mechanisms, which correspond to the four arrows

in the picture in Figure 1 and coordinate the work of the framework and realize the

relations among them. In particular,
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Fig. 2. Realization of conceptual elements

– Monitoring properties allow us to analyze the variety of SBA information observed

during its execution and evolution, and to extract and report those events and situa-

tions that are critical from the point of view of the monitoring.

– Adaptation decision mechanisms relate the monitoring activities with the adapta-

tion activities: they regulate when a particular monitored event corresponds to a

situation in which the system should be changed.

– Strategy decision mechanisms define the way a particular adaptation strategy is

chosen based on the adaptation needs, SBA state, history of previous adaptations,

etc. In particular, these mechanisms will provide a way to resolve conflicts among

different adaptation requirements.

– Realization mechanisms define how a particular strategy is realized, when there is a

wide range of available options (e.g., many services to bind in place of failed one).

Note that the realization of these decision mechanisms may be done automatically

or may require user involvement. In the latter case we speak about the human-in-the-

loop adaptation: the users (with different roles) may decide whether the adaptation is

needed, which strategy to choose, and even participate to its realization (e.g., manual

ad-hoc SBA adaptation through re-design).

2.2 Usages of the Framework

The role of the picture in Figure 2 is threefold: to provide an integrated model of the

A&M framework, to define a conceptual architecture of such a framework, and to iden-

tify an overall adaptation process.

As an integrated model for the A&M framework it defines key concepts for mon-

itoring and adaptation which are by design very general. This allows us to capture any

adaptation approach in a uniform way, independently from the problem or application

domain, discipline, functional layer, or type of the problem addressed. This also pro-

vides a basis for the integration of different solutions within a single approach, and

re-use of existing solutions for various purposes.

Each conceptual element may be instantiated in a variety of ways (see Figure 2):
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– different mechanisms and techniques may be exploited for the SBA monitoring

such as run-time monitoring tools, online testing, process log analysis.

– a variety of different events may be observed for the same application such as vari-

ous faults, QoS degrade and violation of SLAs, deviation from the expected behav-

ior. These event may refer to a particular instance (or execution) of an application

or to all the instances; they may also correspond to different functional SBA layers.

– the list of adaptation requirements, strategies, and their implementations may be

also very broad (e.g., re-execution of a particular service or changing a provider,

modifying the composition or even re-design of the application) and may also refer

to a particular instance or to the whole application model.

Furthermore, these instances may be further combined in a variety of ways within dif-

ferent approaches, and then applied to the same SBA.

Almost all the existing approaches covered in the state of the art [2] can be mapped

into this model by suitable instantiations of the conceptual elements. For instance,

– Approaches with dynamic re-binding: the service composition is monitored, ser-

vice faults are detected, a re-execution strategy is realized through discovering,

re-binding, and invoking alternative service.

– Provider reputation-based adaptation: QoS metrics statistics is collected, SLA vi-

olations are detected, a reputation management strategy is applied, the provider is

added to the black list and replaced.

More important, novel approaches are being defined as part of the S-Cube research

activities by new instantiations of this model:

– Cross-layer adaptation: the service events are monitored, the dependency analysis

is applied to correlate service events to the business activity events (like unforeseen

process execution), the process instance is modified by the business analysts in ad-

hoc manner, the modification is propagated to the composition and infrastructural

layers.

– Proactive adaptation based on online testing [3]: composition is tested, the unavail-

ability of a service component is detected, alternative service is discovered and

rebind in the composition.

Second, this picture defines a conceptual architecture of a comprehensive adap-

tation framework. The modularization of these concepts allows us to define key com-

ponents of the A&M tools, to identify the interfaces between these components and to

abstract from any specific realization of these components. On the contrary, within the

same component different mechanisms and techniques may be applied in combination.

In this way, one can obtain more flexible, customizable, and powerful adaptation and

monitoring solutions.

Third, the picture identifies an overall adaptation process, where: (i) the relevant

information is collected through the monitoring mechanisms; (ii) critical events are rec-

ognized; (iii) the need for adaptation is identified; (iv) an appropriate way to perform

the adaptation is identified, i.e., an adaptation strategy is selected; and (v) the adap-

tation is realized by exploiting the available adaptation mechanisms. This adaptation

approach is aligned with the SBA life-cycle and is represented in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Life-cycle: contributions related to adaptation

2.3 Monitoring and Adaptation in SBA Life-cycle

An orthogonal view on the monitoring and adaptation problem may be thought of if we

try to place this problem within the SBA life-cycle described in [4, 5] (Figure 3). This

view shows how the relevant activities and artifacts related to the conceptual elements

presented previously are spread across the whole SBA life, and provides a basis for

the cross-life-cycle integration of various A&M-related mechanisms, approaches, and

techniques.

In particular, the figure shows how various adaptation- and monitoring-specific ac-

tions (depicted in green) are carried out throughout the life-cycle of the SBA and how

the corresponding artifacts (depicted in yellow) are exploited within those activities. We

remark that different adaptation and monitoring activities and artifacts are highly inter-

leaved through the SBA life-cycle and affect each other. Consequently, their definition,

development, and exploitation should be performed in holistic manner motivating the

need for cross life-cycle monitoring and adaptation methods and approaches.

During early requirements engineering, the adaptation goals and monitoring re-

quirements are defined. The goals and requirements are based on the quality model

of the developed SBA and may involve various aspects, quality characteristics and at-

tributes. In this phase, it is important not only to devise the appropriate monitoring and

adaptation facilities, but also to see how the adaptation goals should be achieved, that

is, whether the application has to be modified pro-actively or re-actively, what is the

role of the contextual and user-specific information, etc.

At the requirements engineering and design phase the goals and requirements are

brought in to perform the design for adaptation and monitoring. In particular, the appro-

priate monitoring and adaptation architecture, the decision mechanisms, and the corre-

sponding techniques are being selected, adopted, and instantiated. Using this model, the

monitoring requirements and adaptation goals are being transformed into the monitor-

ing properties and the adaptation strategies respectively.
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Fig. 4. User perspective on the Adaptation and Monitoring across SBA life-cycle

During SBA construction, together with the construction of the SBA, the corre-

sponding monitors and the adaptation mechanisms are being realized. It is also impor-

tant in this phase to ensure that the developed adaptation mechanisms are neither con-

tradictory nor in conflict with the application logic, i.e., to perform adaptation-specific

quality assurance activity, such as validation and verification of the adaptation strate-

gies, specifications, and realizations.

The deployment phase involves also the activities related to adaptation and monitor-

ing: deployment of the monitors and monitoring mechanisms; deployment time adapta-

tion actions (e.g., binding), testing and validation of operational context (e.g., evaluation

of QoS metrics). After the operation and management phase, where the monitoring and

adaptation activities interleave the application execution, specific post-execution ac-

tivities may take place. This includes, for instance, the analysis of the previous SBA

executions and adaptations, as well as the evolution of SBA and related mechanisms,

bringing the latter back to the design phase.

The adaptation and monitoring mechanisms, tools, and facilities are actively ex-

ploited during the phases related to the modification of SBA, i.e., during the identifica-

tion and realization of the adaptation needs. In particular, the most critical monitored

properties characterize a serious deviation of the SBA functioning from the expected

one, and therefore identify adaptation needs. Depending on the adaptation requirements

this identification may be done re-actively or pro-actively. Various adaptation strategies
developed during the design-time phase are instantiated and selected using the corre-

sponding decision mechanisms, based on the current situation and/or on the knowledge

obtained from the previous adaptations and executions. Finally, the enactment of the
adaptation strategy is performed by the developed adaptation mechanisms. We remark

that the implementation of these activities and phases may be performed by the SBA

autonomously or may involve active participation of the various human actors (human-

in-the-loop adaptation).

2.4 User Perspective

An important perspective of the introduced vision concerns the involvement of dif-

ferent user roles in the adaptation- and monitoring-related activities across the overall
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A&M process and across the activities of the SBA life-cycle (Figure 4). This perspec-

tive introduces an additional dimension of the problem, which makes the corresponding

approaches range from completely autonomous (self-* approaches) to interactive and

manual (human-in-the-loop approaches). We can distinguish the involvement of the

users according to the participation to the life-cycle of the adaptable SBA and to the

adaptation and monitoring process.

In case of participation to the life-cycle activities one can identify the roles of re-

quirements engineers, designers, and adaptation engineers. A Requirements Engineer
defines the application requirements and, therefore, identifies and derives the adapta-

tion and monitoring requirements. A Designer (besides designing the SBA itself) may

perform manual or semi-automatic design-time adaptation of the application based on

the information and requests for changes triggered at the operation and management

phase of the SBA life-cycle. An Adaptation Engineer performs specific activities that

target design for monitoring and adaptation, i.e., definition and specification of mon-

itored properties and adaptation strategies, and possibly engineering of novel A&M

techniques and mechanisms.

In case of participation to the adaptation process, specific roles may also be iden-

tified. Given the conceptual model, these roles correspond to the participation of the

user in the realization of various decision mechanisms (to define whether adaptation is

needed, which strategy to use and how to realize it). This includes SBA Manager (or

Integrator), who observes how the application is executed and evolves in order to make

critical decisions (e.g., triggering requests for SBA re-design/re-engineering), and End
Users. The latter may be involved into the A&M process as follows: in case of user-

centric SBAs, the adaptation aims to address the needs, preferences, and expectations

of a particular user; the system adapts to the context of the user and to the way the user

interacts with the application. Therefore, end-users directly or indirectly influence the

way the adaptation and monitoring is performed, i.e., affect adaptation and monitoring

mechanisms.

3 Roadmap

We have presented a global vision on the problem of SBA monitoring and adaptation

adopted within the S-Cube research project. Having started from a very abstract and

high-level conceptual model, we have considered the monitoring and adaptation from

different perspectives, including the overall adaptation and monitoring process, role

of these activities in the SBA life-cycle, user involvement etc. The aim behind this

perspectives was to to bring together different research disciplines, application domains,

and functional elements of the SBA architecture.

The presented perspectives on the SBA monitoring and adaptation identify not only

the key elements and concepts of the corresponding SBA functionalities and architec-

ture, but also highlight the potential challenges and research problems across relevant

SBA areas.

First, it makes evident the need of dramatically higher level of integration of cur-

rently fragmented research results in adaptation and monitoring. The scope of these

functionalities should be broadened both horizontally and vertically. In the former case
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the integration requires frameworks and methodologies that consider whole life-cycle

of SBAs: novel techniques and approaches focusing on the design for monitoring and

adaptation, Quality Assurance methods specifically focusing on the adaptation activ-

ities; integration of proactive monitoring and preventive adaptation with post-mortem

analysis techniques and SBA re-engineering activities. Furthermore, such integration

enables not only extending the adaptation and monitoring from being narrowly run-

time activities to end-to-end activities, but also brings the other activities (such as test-

ing, verification, model analysis) into the adaptation process (e.g., to enable pro-active

adaptation). In the latter case, the integration requires bringing together and consider-

ing various SBA elements that are subject to monitoring and adaptation. As a result,

integrated frameworks are necessary that enable observing information and enacting

adaptation activities at different functional SBA layers, across single SBA instance or

across variety of instance and classes, and even across the adaptation and monitoring

mechanisms themselves. This also concerns the SBA context, which, considered from

broader perspective, may include not only execution infrastructure of the SBA, but also

SBA users, user preferences and environments, business settings, grid architectures, etc.

Second, the vision spots the importance of the human involvement in the adapta-

tion and monitoring process. While there exists a wide range of approaches that target

autonomous mode of functionality and self-adaptation of SBA, the role of the user in

many adaptation and monitoring activities is crucial. This ranges from the design phase,

where the traditional steps are extended in order to take into account specific adapta-

tion activities, to run-time phase, where the SBA users, SBA managers and operators

are actively involved and influence the adaptation process, e.g., by making decisions or

by changing preferences and SBA configurations. Consequently, novel methodologies

are needed that take into account the specific user activities and interfaces at different

phases of the SBA life-cycle.
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